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ABSTRACT

We perform three-dimensional radiative transfer calculations on the M asPar
MP-1, which contains 8192 processors and is a single instruction m ultiple data
(SIMD) machine, an example of the new generation of massively parallel com
puters. To make radiative transfer calculations efficient, we m ust re-consider
the numerical methods and methods of storage of d ata th a t have been used
with serial machines. We developed a numerical code which efficiently calcu
lates images and spectra of astrophysical systems as seen from different viewing
directions and at different wavelengths. We use this code to examine a number
of different astrophysical systems.
First we image the HI distribution of model galaxies. Then we inves
tigate the galaxy NGC 5055, which displays a radial asym m etry in its optical
appearance. This can be explained by the presence of dust in the outer HI disk
far beyond the optical disk. As the formation of dust is connected to the pres
ence of stars, the existence of dust in outer regions of this galaxy could have
consequences for star formation at a tim e when this galaxy was just forming.
Next we use the code for polarized radiative transfer. We first discuss
the numerical com putation of the required cyclotron opacities and use them to
calculate spectra of AM Her systems, binaries containing accreting magnetic
white dwarfs. Then we obtain spectra of an extended polar cap. Previous
calculations did not consider the three-dimensional extension of the shock. We
find th a t this results in a significant underestim ate of the radiation em itted
in the shock. Next we calculate the spectrum of the interm ediate polar RE

0751+14. For this system we obtain a magnetic field of ~ 10 MG, which has
consequences for the evolution of interm ediate polars.
Finally we perform 3D radiative transfer in NLTE in the two-level
atom approximation. To solve the transfer equation in this case, we adapt
the short characteristic m ethod and examine different acceleration methods to
obtain the source function. These include the ALI m ethod with local and non
local operators, the Ng and the orthom in methods and m ulti-grid methods.
We apply these numerical m ethods to two problems with and w ithout periodic
boundary conditions.

CH APTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In astronomy one generally observes the radiation em itted from dis
ta n t systems. In order to understand the physical structure of such an as
tronom ical system one has to know how the system produces the radiation
observed at a given wavelength. The transfer of radiation through m atter is
described by the radiative transfer equation. One therefore has to be able to
solve this transfer equation for a model of the observed system. One can then
compare the calculated spectrum of the model with the observations, and by
finding the model th a t fits the observations best, one can draw conclusions on
the physical structure of the system.
The classical radiative transfer problem in astronomy has been con
cerned with calculating spectra of stellar atmospheres at rest (Mihalas 1978).
Because of spherical symmetry, this is essentially a one-dimensional problem
with the radius as the only spatial coordinate. Several powerful methods for
solving the radiative transfer equation for this case have been known for many
years (Feautrier 1964; Auer & Mihalas 1969; Rybicki 1971), and it has become
possible to include in such calculations many line transitions. In addition, the
statistical and radiative equilibrium equations and the hydrostatic equations
can be solved self-consistently (e.g. Werner 1989; Dreizler 1992).

In three

dimensions, however, it has not been possible to do this on present computers
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so far, both because the size of the problem exhausts the memory space, and
because such com putations would require far too much com puting tim e. Threedimensional calculations become necessary for astrophysical systems th a t are
not spherically symmetric. Accretion disks are such systems (Adam 1990).
O ther examples are certain planetary nebulae (Icke et al. 1992) and gas clouds
generated by collisions between stars (Ruffert 1992). To calculate spectra of
such systems, one therefore needs to solve the radiative transfer equation in
three dimensions. The increasing power of computers has now m ade it possible
to tackle such problems. Several approaches to solving the transfer equations
in more than one dimension have been made in recent years. Stenholm et al.
(1991) com puted the specific intensity at every point of a 3D cartesian grid
by approxim ating the transfer equation as a difference equation. Another way
of solving the transfer equation is by using the so-called short characteristics
(Kunasz &: Auer 1988). Recently Klein et al. (1989) applied the finite element
m ethod to this problem. Except for the finite difference m ethod, all these
m ethods have only been applied to 2D cases so far.
In the case of non-local therm al equilibrium (NLTE), the source func
tion, on which the radiation field depends, is itself a function of the radiation
field. The transfer equation then becomes an integral-differential equation and
the calculation of the source function is very difficult. A much easier situa
tion arises when m atter is in local therm al equilibrium (LTE). Then the source
function can be calculated directly from local quantities such as the tem pera
ture and the density. B ut whether one has obtained the source function from
an NLTE or simply from an LTE calculation, one is still left with the task of

calculating the image of the 3D system as seen from different directions and
at different wavelengths. Only then can one compare the model with the ac
tual observations. As the image of an astrophysical system can vary strongly
w ith viewing direction and wavelength, one needs a tool which solves the 3D
radiative transfer problem rapidly.
Traditionally, all radiative transfer calculations have been performed
on scalar and vector computers. However, in recent years massively parallel
computers have become available in a variety of different architectures. One
way to classify these computers is by the way the machine relates the instruc
tions to the d ata (Flynn 1972; Hockney &; Jesshope 1988). Then two m ajor
classes of parallel machines can be distinguished. On the one hand, there are
the m ultiple instruction m ultiple d ata (MIMD) machines, on which each pro
cessor can make com putations completely independently of other processors.
But the individual processors of such computers have to be fairly complex, are
therefore relatively expensive, and the number of processors is usually small.
The advantage of such computers is th at a program can be run on different
processors with different param eters without making adjustm ents within the
program. In contrast to these MIMD computers are the single instruction m ul
tiple d ata (SIMD) machines, on which all processors perform exactly the same
com putations. The processors therefore can be relatively simple and are inex
pensive, and such computers can contain a large number of processors. There
the code mainly consists of array manipulations, and a language in which par
allel array operations are easily defined is required to program such computers

efficiently. Overall, it cannot be decided yet which approach in parallel com
puters will prevail, and currently applications are designed for both types of
computers, which is reflected in conference proceedings on parallel computing
(e.g. Meuer 1991).
In this thesis we discuss various aspects of 3D radiative transfer. All
these calculations have been performed on the SIMD com puter M asPar MP1. To our knowledge, no radiative transfer calculations have been performed
so far on SIMD machines. First we describe the M asPar MP-1. In the fol
lowing chapter we describe a numerical tool, th a t we have developed, to view
the model of an astrophysical system rapidly from different directions and at
different wavelengths. We then use this tool in order to investigate various
astrophysical systems. First we study the distribution of neutral hydrogen
(HI) in galaxies as its radiation is the m ain tracer for the large scale struc
ture of disk galaxies. We calculated the HI profile of our model galaxy as it
appears from different viewing directions and have thus produced a movie of
a ”fly-by” around our model galaxy. Here we display some images from this
video in which the calculated profiles resemble those of observed galaxies. In
Chapter 5 we examine observations of the galaxy NGC 5055 both at optical
wavelengths and in the 21 cm line radiation of neutral hydrogen. We suggest
th at dust is present in the HI disk at radii far beyond the optical disk. The pres
ence of dust at such radii could have im portant consequences for the evolution
of disk galaxies as the formation of dust is generally linked to the presence of
stars. In order to test this hypothesis we use our imaging tool both in the 21

5
cm line of HI and in the optical wavelength regions in order to reproduce the
observations.
A third area th a t we investigate with the imaging tool, which is con
tained in Chapter 6, involves radiative transfer in accretion columns onto mag
netic white dwarfs. Because of the presence of a strong magnetic field one
m ust solve the transfer equation for polarized radiation. If one can model the
light em itted from such systems one can obtain the strength of the magnetic
field. This in turn can be im portant for understanding the physical structure
and the evolution of these systems. In Chapter 6 we start with a description
of the recent work done in this field and how our work fits into it. Then we
present a critical discussion of the numerical calculation of the necessary opac
ities. Such a discussion does not exist in the literature for these opacities. We
then use the opacities to calculate the spectra of AM Her systems which are
binaries containing accreting white dwarfs. These systems show strong linear
and circular polarization which implies strong magnetic fields (10 to 70 MG).
In contrast the spectra of so-called interm ediate polars (IP) are unpolarized.
However, it has been suggested th a t these systems also have magnetic fields
comparable to AM Her systems (Chanmugam &; Ray 1984; King et al. 1985),
and the absence of polarization may only be due to dilution effects. It was
suggested th a t accretion onto a large surface area may dilute the polarization
(Chanmugam &: Frank 1987). This led us to investigate 3D effects in extended
polar caps. Finally we apply our code to model the IP RE 0751 + 14 discovered
recently by the ROSAT X-ray satellite. This system is im portant because it

shows both linear and circular polarization (Piirola et al. 1993) and may there
fore represent a link between AM Her systems and IPs. In a fourth application
we have used our imaging tool to calculate combined line and continuum spec
tra of accretion disk from the ultraviolet to the near infrared (Vath 1994a).
However, we will not discuss this here.
In all astrophysical systems discussed above the m atter is in LTE.
However, there are also m any systems in which the m atter is in NLTE. There
fore we discuss in C hapter 7 NLTE radiative transfer in three-dimensional mass
distributions. In NLTE radiative transfer one m ust obtain the source function
iteratively, which is com putationally very expensive. We test various numerical
methods in order to accelerate the convergence. A detailed description of this
part of the thesis is also given in V ath (1994b). Final conclusions of this thesis
are presented in C hapter 8.

CH APTER 2

THE M ASPAR MP-1

W hen programming on conventional computers, one needs to know
very little to nothing at all about the architecture of the computer. This is not
the case for massively parallel computers. There the architecture directly influ
ences the style of com puter codes, as one has to think in term s of how d ata are
flowing macroscopically between different microprocessors when the program
is executed. Even further, the existence of a certain architecture might make
the solution of one problem very easy and fast, while essentially prohibiting the
treatm ent of another problem on this particular computer. Because of these
reasons, we have to give a fairly detailed description of the architecture of the
MP-1. However, we mostly restrict ourselves to those features of the MP-1 th at
are im portant to us here. (The following description is based on the manuals
available for the M asPar MP-1.)
The MP-1 is a SIMD machine, which means th a t all processors exe
cute the same commands. It contains 8192 processing elements (PEs), although
this num ber can be extended to 16384. The basic components of the MP-1 are
shown in Fig. 1. The PEs are arranged in a two-dimensional grid. The data
memory of the PEs then forms a natural

2

direction. On the MP-1 at the Dept,

of Physics & Astronomy, Louisiana State University, on which all calculations
have been performed, there are 128 PEs in the x and 64 PEs in the y direction.

8

X
Figure 1. A much simplified diagram of the main components of the MasPar
MP-1. The PE-grid is a two-dimensional array of processors each with its own
memory. All PEs perform the same operation but on different data. These
operations are orchestrated by the ACU, which can also communicate with the
FE. The global router allows transfer of d ata between different sets of PEs
concurrently
Each processor contains 64 kB yte of memory space. As all processors perform
the same operations, they need to be controlled by some central unit, which is
the array control unit (ACU). W hile all parallel operations are performed on
the PE grid, scalar calculations are done either on the ACU or the front end
(FE), which is here a DEC 5000 workstation. Communication between the FE
and the PE grid is possible through the ACU, which can broadcast scalar data
simultaneously onto all PEs.
An ideal problem for such a SIMD machine would be one, in which
all the processors could operate independently from one another, i.e. no data

would need to be transferred between processors. However, in most realistic
applications, this is not the case. We therefore have to describe the way pro
cessors can communicate w ith each other. On the M asPar there are essentially
two ways to do that. Each processor on the PE grid is directly connected with
the surrounding eight processors. This so-called X-NET enables the transfer
of entire floating point numbers, and communication is therefore very fast.
But this m ethod of data transfer is not useful, if two processors which have
to communicate with each other are very far apart on the PE grid. For this
case the global router can be used, which can connect any two PEs concur
rently. Up to 512 simultaneous communications are possible on the MP-1.
Because of the smaller num ber of possible connections between PEs, this type
of communication is relatively slow.
To program a SIMD machine, one needs a com puter language th a t
allows parallel m anipulation of d ata in a simple way. On the MP-1, two lan
guages are currently available: MPL and M PFORTRAN. The programming
language MPL is an enhancem ent of C and is the fundam ental programming
language on the MP-1. The code described here, however, is w ritten in M P
FORTRAN, which is close to the new FORTRAN 90 standard and is very
suitable for parallel machines because of its array syntax. It also has the ad
vantage th a t the programmer does not need to explicitly consider the number
of available processors (although this number strongly influences the execution
tim e of the program). If one has for example a three-dimensional array of some
arbitrary size, then the first two dimensions are autom atically allocated along
the x and y axis of the PE grid, while the third dimension is stored in the
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memory of the PEs. If the x and y dimensions of the array are too large to
fit onto the PE grid, the array is cut and stacked into the memory of the PEs
and forms virtual layers there. (It is possible, but normally not necessary, to
override this default.) Furtherm ore, the programm er does not need to decide
explicitly how communications have to be performed, as is necessary in MPL,
which makes the programming less tedious. It has the additional advantage
th a t the code is less specialized for the architecture of the MP-1 and therefore
can be adapted to different SIMD machines or conventional scalar machines
more easily once the FORTRAN 90 standard is in general use.

CHAPTER 3

IM AGING OF 3D ASTROPHYSICAL SYSTEMS

To calculate the spectrum of a system in three dimensions, one must
solve the radiative transfer equation (Mihalas 1978)
(n • V)/„(r, n) = (d / d s ) I u(r, n) = x „ (r , n)(S„(r, n) - I„(r, n))

(3.1)

where x is th e opacity, S is the source function, I is the specific intensity, and
no tim e dependence is considered. The vector n gives the direction of the ray, v
is the frequency, and r gives the position. The param eter s is the length along
the ray propagating in the direction n. The transfer equation can be integrated
easily along the line of sight, and thus one obtains the formal solution
h{s)

=

J„(0)exp(-T1,(s)) +

f

dr'S„(T')exp(T' -

t „ ( s ))

(3.2)

Jo

T„{s)

=

f

Jo

Xv(s')ds>

(3 -3 )

where r is the optical depth along the line of sight. In stellar atmospheres the
radius is normally the only spatial variable, and one needs to consider only one
angle for the vector n. However, if the system has no spherical symmetry, all
quantities depend in general on three spatial variables, and n is a function of
two angles. As the opacity is normally also frequency dependent, the specific
intensity becomes a function of six variables.
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In order to image the model of an astrophysical system, one simply
has to solve Eq.

(3.1) for many rays.

If these rays form a regular square

when viewed by the observer, then the calculated image can be compared
directly with images made with charge coupled devices (CCDs) of the real
astronomical system. In Fig. 2 we show this situation. The input data are
given on a cartesian grid in the unprim ed coordinate system with N x x N y x N z
grid points. On the M asPar MP-1 the input d ata are naturally m apped onto
the P E grid (with dimensions N xpe and N ypE and a total num ber of PEs
jVpE = iVxpE x fVypE) The x and y axis of the input grid is aligned with the x
and y axis of the PE grid. The z axis of the input grid is stored in the memory
of the PEs (if N x > iVxpE and /o r N y > N ype then the arrays th a t stores
the d ata of the input d ata are cut and stacked as described in the previous
chapter). Each node of the input grid (and the PE th a t corresponds to this
node) carries all the im portant information of the condition of m atter at th at
point, e.g. the density and the tem perature in LTE or the occupation numbers
of atomic levels in NLTE. We denote the number of physical variables on each
node by iVvar.
In Fig. 2 we show some rays th a t pass through the input grid. The
direction vector n of these rays defines a z' axis. The rays form a regular
grid with iVray rays in the x' and in the y' direction. One way to describe
the (primed) coordinate system of the rays with respect to the (unprimed)
coordinate system fixed in the input grid is by using the Euler angles 0 and
$ (Goldstein 1980). These two angles completely determ ine the components
of the direction vector n, which has the coordinates (0,0,1) in the system of
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Figure 2. Geometry of input grid and rays used to solve the transfer equation.
The cartesian input grid determ ines the unprim ed coordinate system while the
rays determ ine the prim ed coordinate system
the observer. A third angle ^ can be used to define the x' and y' axis in
the observer’s frame. This last angle describes a rotation around the z' axis
and it therefore corresponds only to the position angle of the system in the
sky. To go from the frame of some astronomical system into the frame of the
observer, we use three successive rotations expressed by the transform ation
m atrix (Goldstein 1980)
( cos 'I'

,-sin T

- sin T cos T

A =

\

0

0

0 \ /I
0

0

1 / VO

0

0

cos 0

sin 0

—sin 0

\

( cos $
—sin $

cos 0 / V o

sin $

0V

cos $

0

0

1

/
(3.4)

The direction vector n in the frame of the astronom ical system in terms of the
Euler angles is n = (sin 0 sin <&, —sin 0 cos $ , cos 0 ) . This vector transforms
into the vector n' = (0,0,1) = An in the observer’s frame.
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W hen solving the transfer equation (3.1) one naturally identifies each
P E w ith a different ray. As the rays form a regular cartesian grid of Nray points
in the x' and y' dimension of the observer’s fram e it is clear how the rays can
best be identified with the PEs. Each ray has Ab points, which are equidistant
from each other. Once we have all relevant d ata on these Ab points for some
ray on the PE corresponding to th a t ray, we can use the d ata to compute
the absorption coefficient and the source function. After th a t we can solve
the transfer equation by calculating the integrals in the Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3).
Clearly, all im portant inform ation is already stored on the PEs which need it,
and the calculations can be done for all rays simultaneously. The M asPar is
therefore ideal for this, especially when the transfer equation has to be solved
at many different wavelengths for the same viewing direction. However, to use
the M asPar this way, we first have to transfer the d ata from th e input grid onto
the grid formed by the rays. Clearly, this will in general involve a macroscopic
transfer of information between different PEs. As the information needed by
some P E may be stored on any other PE, the best way to transfer the d ata is
by using the global router.
In the following, we want to give some examples for the tim ing for
different parts of the program.

As stated above the input grid consists of

N x x N y x N z points. At each point we have Avar physical variables necessary
to describe the state of the m atter. We use Ar2ay rays (Aray in both the x and
y dimension in the observer’s frame) and we have At points along each ray.
Here Aray = 128. On the M asPar available to us we have Axpe = 128 and
AyPE = 64. The total num ber of PEs is then Ape = 8192. We therefore have
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to divide the rays into two sets (each with iVxpE x iVypE rays) and perform the
entire calculations twice. T h at means th a t for one viewing direction we have
to transfer the data from the input grid to the rays twice and we have to solve
the transfer equation twice. On a machine with 128x128 PEs we will therefore
only need half the tim e to calculate the image of a system.
A large am ount of com puting tim e is needed for the transfer of the
data from the input grid (and the PEs corresponding to it) to the grid formed
by the rays and their corresponding PEs. This tim e depends in a complicated
way on the vector n, the size of the input grid and the size of the grid onto
which the d ata is transferred (the latter is determ ined by N Tay and A 'b), as all
this determines which PEs have to exchange information. W hile the tim ing is
proportional to iVvar, it is only approximately proportional to Nb- In Table 1
we list the tim ing for the transfer for different viewing angles and input grids
but always use iVray = 128 and Nb = 256. This table also lists the number of
global router operations required for each transfer. As one can see from the
table the transfer actually takes more tim e on a 643 input grid than on a 1283
grid. On average it takes about 3 sec to transfer all the d ata corresponding to
one variable. Only a few cases require more than 5 sec for this communication,
while there also exists one case when the transfer only takes 0.25 sec. This
occurs when the input grid is perfectly aligned with the grid formed by the
rays. In this case no d ata have to be transferred from one PE to another
and correspondingly the num ber of router operations is zero. In order to save
communication tim e no d a ta is transferred to a point on a ray th a t is outside
the com putational domain formed by the input grid. Once all the d ata have
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been transferred, we need to calculate the specific intensity. For th i:: p art of the
program the tim ing is proportional to TVb and is independent of the number
of rays. An exception occurs when there are more rays than PEs in which
case the tim ing increases by a factor calculated by rounding down the number
1+ [Nray —1]/ A^pe to its nearest integer. W hen for example the transfer equation
is solved for neutral hydrogen in galaxies (see Chapter 5) on a M asPar with
128 x 64 PEs the calculation of the source function and opacity for HI takes
0.37 seconds for Ab = 256 and 1282 rays, and the calculation of the formal
solution takes 0.17 seconds for each wavelength. If the calculations were done
on a M asPar with 128 x 128 PEs the calculations would autom atically take
only half th a t time.
The above discussion has to be compared to a com puter with only one
processor. There the transfer of d ata from the input grid onto the rays scales
as N2ay x Nb x Nvar and on a scalar DEC 5000 workstation with Nray = 128,
Nb = 128, Nvar = 1 and an input grid with N = 64 points per dimension the
transfer took about 44 seconds (it is largely independent of the direction vector
n). Once the transfer has been completed, all the other calculations scale as
N l y x Nb.
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Table 1. Timing for global router operation. Input d ata are stored on a
regular cartesian grid of N 3 points with one physical variable per point. The
d ata are transferred onto 1282 rays with 256 points on each ray on a M asPar
with 128 x 64 PEs. The direction vector of the rays is characterized by the
Euler angles $ and 0 with $ = 0. The num ber of router operations and the
tim e in milliseconds are given
N

$

0

# of routers

Transfer tim e

64

0

0

158976
69597
100002
98304
45453
70983
147456
75036
85902
0
43380
81528
55322
31203
77373
98304
44790
75528

5721
2647
3684
3631
1824
2697
5327
2834
3196
246
1742
3055
2167
1320
2918
3642
1802
2845

t t /4
tt

7t / 4

/2

0
t t /4
tt

7t / 2

128

0

/2

0
7r/4
t t /2
0
t t /4
t t /2

7t / 4

0
t t /4
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/2

/2

0
7t / 4
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CH APTER 4

HI D IS T R IB U T IO N IN W A R P E D G ALAXIES

The 21 cm radiation of neutral hydrogen (HI) is an almost ideal
m ethod to measure the structure of galaxies because of the abundance of HI
in the interstellar m atter and because this radiation is normally optically thin.
One can therefore use such observations to obtain a profile of the column den
sity of a galaxy. This is done by observing the line profile of the 21 cm line along
a certain line of sight and then integrating the intensity over the frequency. The
column density of neutral hydrogen is (Mihalas & Binney 1981)
too

N „ = 3.88 1014 / TBdv cm "2.
Jo

(4.1)

where the frequency units are in hertz and the brightness tem perature Tb is
defined as
T b = {c2/ 2 k v 2) h .

(4.2)

Furtherm ore, one can get from the measured line profile along a line of sight
the radial velocity vT where the density is maximal along the line of sight. If
ymax is the frequency of the maximum intensity then

Vr — C[V0

where

^ m a x )/^ m a x

( ^ -3 )

vQisthe frequency of neutral hydrogen in the rest frame. Thereby, one

can get a m ap of the column density and the radial velocity profile of the galaxy
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as seen by the observer. W hat one would like to have is a 3D model of the
galaxy th a t can reproduce unambiguously the observed profiles. This can be
done by constructing many 3D models of the galaxy, calculating the resulting
column density and radial velocity profiles of each model and comparing these
theoretical profiles with the observed ones. By using this procedure one can
obtain the model which best fits the observations. This has been done by a
num ber of people (Bosma 1981; Christodoulou et al. 1993, hereafter CTS).
However, with our tool of calculating the image of a 3D astrophysical object
it is particularly easy and fast to perform this procedure. In the following we
describe the m ain features of the HI distribution in galaxies. After th a t we
give the param eters typically used in models of galaxies. We thereby use the
terminology as given by CTS. Finally, we image six galaxies with our code.
N eutral hydrogen gas normally rotates around the center of the galaxy
in circular orbits. Any non-circular motion would be circularized after a few
rotation periods, which are of the order of a few hundred million years, because
of collisions between atom s and because the period is much shorter than the
Hubble tim e H q 1 « 1010 yrs except at extremely large distances from the
center. From the observed distribution of HI gas, which can be detected at
much larger distances from the center than the optical disk, one also comes to
the conclusion th a t the m atter is not situated in a flat disk but th at this disk
is warped along some axis and th a t this axis changes depending on the radius,
i.e. the disk is both warped and twisted. This so-called tilted ring model of
an HI disk was first used by Rogstad et al. (1974). Furthermore, Rubin et al.
(1978) discovered th a t the rotation velocity of the m atter outside the central
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bulge (which is of no concern here) is approximately constant in m ost spiral
galaxies. This is contrary to what one would expect from the observed mass
distribution, which would result in a decrease of the velocity with the radius
R as approxim ately f?-1/ 2 from K epler’s law. In order to explain this, one can
either assume th a t Newton’s gravitational law is no longer valid over distances
of several kiloparsec (Tohline 1983; Milgrom, 1983a, b, c; review by Sanders
1990) or, more commonly, one can assume the presence of dark m atter, i.e.
m atter th a t cannot be observed. Typical models of this dark m atter attrib u te
to it a spheroidal potential with a quadrupole distortion, and two cases can
be distinguished. In the first the potential has a pancake shape and is said
to be oblate. In the second case, the potential has a cigar-like shape and is
said to be prolate. W hen differentially rotating gas settles in a non-spherical
gravitational potential a twisting of a warped gas layer is naturally caused.
It is this twisting combined with dissipation th a t drives the settling process
(Tohline et al. 1982). It was noted by Christodoulou &; Tohline (1986) th a t the
direction of the twist relative to the direction of rotation of the disk depends on
the type of the quadrupole distortion of the potential. W hen the orbital period
increases monotonically with radius and the precession frequency of particles
decreases monotonically with radius, which is normally the case in the outer
parts of galaxies, then the twist is prograde with respect to the galaxy’s rotation
if the potential is oblate. On the other hand, the twist is retrograde if the
potential is prolate. If the direction of the twist can be derived unambiguously
from the observations one can get the shape of the underlying potential well.
However, from HI observations one can generally not determ ine the near edge
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of a galaxy and w ithout knowing the near edge one cannot decide whether the
tw ist is prograde or retrograde with respect to the rotation. This is called the
orientation am biguity by CTS. B ut optical photographs often show dust lanes
in the equatorial plane of the galaxies, and from these optical images one can
generally determ ine the near edge of a galaxy. The variation of the twist and
the warp was modeled by CTS generally by simply increasing the twist and
the warp angles linearly w ith radius. B ut recently, Barker et al. (1993) derived
an analytic formula th a t describes the warp and twist of a disk as it settles in
a spherical potential with a quadrupole distortion. In this chapter we will use
galaxy models th a t they constructed from this analytic formula.
By putting the above described features together we can construct
models of the HI disk. The distribution of neutral hydrogen is described by
the function
n(R ) = n0 exp(—A R /R o — (z — z0)/h )

(4.4)

where no is the num ber density of neutral hydrogen at the center and A is the
scale length of the exponential disk. We chose A = 1 such th a t the density at
Ro has decreased to 1/e. Outside the radius Ro the density is set to zero. The
dependence of the density in the

0

direction is modeled with an exponential

decrease with a scale height h from a local reference zo, which in turn is a
function of the radius and depends on the warp and the twist of the galaxy.
The HI gas moves on circular orbits and the velocity is modeled as
( ( R / R c )

Ve,

R<RC

V (R ) = \

I Vc5

(4.5)

Rc 5: R ^ Ro

where R c is the core radius and Vc is the maximum rotational velocity. Typ
ical values of Vc, R q, and R c in spiral galaxies are 250 km s-1 , 30 kpc, and 5
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kpc, respectively. Here we have not bothered to tune these param eters sepa
rately for each modeled system because we are concerned only with qualitative
comparisons with observed velocity and surface density maps.
Following the traditional tilted-ring prescription of a warped galaxy
disk (Rogstad et al. 1974; CTS) our model galaxy is constructed by using N
rings whereby the n th ring has a warp wn and the warp node is twisted with
respect to some reference axis in the x-y plane by an angle t n. This reference
axis is rotated from the x axis by an angle t0, and the x-y plane is tilted around
the x axis by an angle io in the direction of the y axis. These angles are related
to the Euler angles in our imaging program by 0 = —i0 and $ = —10. In the
following we will simply set the third Euler angle

to zero. Here we adopt

warp and twist angle functions wn(R ) and tn( R ) based on the analytic formula
by Barker et al. (1993). P u t in formula we then have only two independent
param eters th a t describe each model: the sign of th e twist, and the am plitude
of the warp at the outerm ost radius wmax. Here, all our model galaxies have
oblate potentials (i.e., the twist is prograde) and uWx varies over the range
4.°8 < u w < 21.°3.
Once we have constructed the model galaxies we can use the imaging
code to view them from different directions. We have produced a video of a
”fly-by” around these model galaxies by smoothly changing the values of the
viewing angles io and to and only occasionally changing wmax. The calculated
column density and velocity profiles are derived directly from the density and
velocity distribution of m atter, and the radiative transfer equation has not
been solved. We therefore assumed th at the radiation is optically thin and
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th a t the observations were ideal (with infinite resolution and no noise). This
is justified here as we are only making qualitative comparisons with the obser
vations and do not attem pt to m atch them in every detail. We have calculated
the column density and radial velocity maps resulting from over 300 separate
viewing directions and Howard Cohl made 3D image renderings of the model
galaxies as seen from the respective directions using the graphic package IDL.
The angles used to define the view of a 3D object in IDL (denoted as ax and
az) are related to our Euler angles by ax = —0 —7r/2 and az = —
It has turned out th a t the appearance of a galaxy, i.e. the observed
column density and radial velocity profiles, can change dram atically by simply
varying the viewing direction. While the value of the warp angle is of course
im portant particularly if one tries to m atch observations in detail, it is the
viewing direction which m ost critically determines the qualitative appearance
of a galaxy. We illustrate this by displaying in Figs. 3 to 8 the images th at
resemble six different observed galaxies. These images are taken directly from
the video. We have not tried to make a best fit to the individual galaxies
(this was done for example by CTS for a large num ber of galaxies). In the
figure captions we list references to HI observations of the individual galaxies
against which our modeled maps should be compared. For two galaxies (NGC
5033 and NGC 5055) we show the observed column density and radial velocity
profiles from Bosma (1981). Figures 9 and 10 show the radial velocity and col
umn density maps for NGC 5033, while Figs. 11 and 12 show the corresponding
maps for NGC 5055. The m ain param eters of the model galaxies are listed in
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Table 2. As we said above, all these model galaxies have the same structure
and only the value of the warp angle changes slightly.
As Christodoulou & Tohline (1986) showed, the direction of rotation
of a galaxy with respect to the direction of the twist determines the shape of the
underlying potential. However, to determ ine this unambiguously one needs to
know which is the near and which is the far side of a galaxy. Radio observations
of neutral hydrogen cannot in general distinguish between the near and the far
side of a galaxy because the radiation is optically thin. Many times, however,
this can be determ ined from optical images which often show dust lanes. It is
therefore the combination of optical and radio observations which determine
the underlying potential. For illustration purposes, we have constructed disks
with only prograde twists, th a t is, all our models have had oblate potentials.
CTS determ ined the ’’correct” shape of the underlying potential for a number
of galaxies (see Table 2).

As can be seen by comparing our images to the

actual observations, the images of all galaxies th a t have oblate potentials as
determ ined by CTS m atch the observations. But the galaxy NGC 5033, which
has a prolate potential according to CTS does not m atch with our images. If
one aligns our theoretical velocity m ap for NGC 5033 with the observational
one in Fig. 9 in such a way th a t the red shifts and the blue shifts m atch, then
our theoretical 3D structure of the galaxy displays the near edge of the galaxy
on the wrong side compared to the optical observations. This is expected as
our models are based on oblate potentials and observations show the galaxy
NGC 5033 to have a prolate potential. The same comparison as for NGC 5033
can be done with NGC 5055. CTS determ ined a prolate potential. Just as
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Table 2. Model param eters for the different galaxies. The form of the under
lying potential is from CTS
Name
NGC
NGC
M83
NGC
NGC
NGC

2841
7331
5033
5055
300

Fig. #

*0

to

^max

Potential
(CTS)
(Here)

3
4
5
6
7
8

284°
255°
174°
125°
125°
13°

240°
240°
277°
289°
435°
469°

4.5
4.5
8.3
12.0
12.0
21.3

oblate
oblate
oblate
prolate
prolate
oblate

oblate
oblate
oblate
oblate
oblate
oblate

above one can align the theoretical velocity profiles with the observed ones in
Fig. 11 and compare the theoretical 3D structure and the optical observations.
Like for NGC 5033 we expect th a t these do not m atch, i.e. th a t the near
side of the theoretical image corresponds to the far side of the optical image.
This, however, is not the case. A comparison shows th a t the 3D structure as
calculated by us from an oblate potential and the optical disk as observed do
align. Therefore, NGC 5055 m ust have an oblate potential and not a prolate
potential as stated by CTS. It should be pointed out th a t our images were
extracted from a movie in which we continuously fly by our model galaxies.
Therefore all our images are consistent in themselves, which leaves little room
for an error.
In the following we want to summarize this study. The aim of this
work has been to study qualitatively the appearance of a model galaxy when
it is viewed from different angles. We varied the physical structure of our
model galaxy by using different maximum warp angles wm&x. However, it has
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F ig u re 3. HI distribution in our model galaxy resembling NGC 2841. The
figure shows the 3D structure (left), the density profile (middle) and the veloc
ity profile (right) as calculated from our model galaxy. In the velocity profile,
white corresponds to blue shift and black corresponds to red shift. For density
and velocity profiles from observations of this galaxy see Bosma (1981)
turned out th a t the qualitative appearance of the column density and radial
velocity profiles of a galaxy (which is what radio astronomers obtain from
measurements of the 21 cm line) mainly depend on the viewing direction. The
actual strength of the warp (as expressed by wmax) is only im portant when a
detailed quantitative fit to an observed galaxy is made.

F ig u re 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for the galaxy NGC 7331. For density and
velocity profiles from observations of this galaxy see Bosma (1981)

F ig u re 5. Same as Fig. 3 but for the galaxy M83. For density and velocity
profiles from observations of this galaxy see Rogstad et al. (1974)
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F ig u re 6. Same as Fig. 3 but for the galaxy NGC 5033. For density and
velocity profiles from observations of this galaxy see Bosma (1981)

F ig u re 7. Same as Fig. 3 but for the galaxy NGC 5055. For density and
velocity profiles from observations of this galaxy see Bosma (1981)
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 3 but for the galaxy NGC 300. For density and
velocity profiles from observations of this galaxy see Rogstad et al. (1979)
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Figure 9. Observational radial velocity m ap of NGC 5033 from Bosma (1981).
The near edge is on the right (west)
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Observational column density m ap of NGC 5033 from Bosma
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F ig u re 11. Observational radial velocity m ap of NGC 5055 from Bosma
(1981). The near edge is on the bottom (south)
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Figure 12. Observational column density m ap of NGC 5055 from Bosma
(1981)

CH APTER 5

D U S T IN O U T E R R EG IO N S OF G ALAXIES
5.1

Introduction
Some galaxies show strong radial asymm etries, th a t is there appears

to be more visible m atter on one side of the galaxy th an on the other. Some
tim es these asymm etries could have resulted from a perturbation by a nearby
companion. B ut in other cases, no companion is seen, and the asym m etry
seems to be persistent.
Asymmetries of the neutral hydrogen distribution have been investi
gated by Baldwin et al. (1980). They proposed th a t gas moves on elliptical
orbits instead of circular orbits. Normally, elliptical orbits will be circularized
due to the effects of shear. B ut at the radii of the outer HI regions the Hubble
tim e is only a few tim es the rotation period, and the equilibrium may not yet
have been reached. However, it is difficult to explain asymmetries of the optical
disk with this mechanism as its size is much smaller and its rotation period
therefore shorter than th a t of the outer HI disk.
In this chapter, we propose the following new mechanism for the ap
parent asym m etry in some optical disks.

As has been discussed earlier in

C hapter 4, HI observations have revealed strong warps in the outer regions of
many disk galaxies. If a galaxy has in addition a high inclination to our line
of sight, then the outer HI disk can cross over the optical disk, as seen by the
observer. In the case th a t dust is present in these outer HI regions, the galaxy
34
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may appear asymm etric. However, one would normally not expect any dust at
these large distances, as no stars seem to be present there which could provide
elements heavier than hydrogen and helium to form the dust. This hypothesis
of presence of dust beyond the Holmberg radius, which is approxim ately the
observed outer radius of the optical disk, m ust fulfill the following constraints.
First, the model of the HI distribution m ust m atch the radio observations of
neutral hydrogen. Second, the HI distribution must cross over the optical disk,
and the asym m etry m ust appear where this cross-over occurs. Furtherm ore,
the asym m etry m ust be strongest at short wavelengths and weakest at long
wavelengths because of the wavelength dependence of the scattering cross sec
tion of dust.
We proceed as follows. First we describe the general features of the
model galaxy, which is based on the tilted-ring model by Christodoulou et al.
(1993, hereafter CTS). In this section we also discuss the radiative transfer. In
Sect. 5.3 we discuss the galaxy NGC 5055. A radial asym m etry of this galaxy
can be seen for example in its photograph by Sandage (1961; see also CTS).

5.2

G alaxy m odel and radiative transfer
To construct the HI disk of the galaxy we use the tilted-ring model of

CTS. In this model the gas rotates on N circular rings around the galaxy within
the radius Ro of the outer edge of the galaxy. The innermost regions form a flat
disk of radius R cd. The inclination of this central disk is given by the angle *o
and is derived from optical observations. Outside R ca the orbits of gas become
twisted and warped, and the position angle of the warp of the first ring outside
R cd is to- To constrain the model, the twist and warp of the individual rings
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are not determ ined independently but instead increase linearly outward. The
increase in the twist and warp per ring is A t and A w , respectively. The rotation
of the gas moving on the rings is th a t of a rigid body within a radius R c and
outside the velocity Vc is constant as prescribed by Eq. (4.5). The maximum
warp of the outerm ost ring is wmax and the tw ist of this ring with respect to
the first warped ring is fmax- If in addition, it is clear from optical observations
which side the near side of the galaxy is and if the direction of the twist with
respect to the rotation of the galaxy can be determ ined unambiguously, then
the shape of the underlying potential, i.e. whether it is prolate or oblate, is
known (Christodoulou & Tohline 1986). This in turn determ ines the side of
the galaxy where the cross-over of the optical disk by the HI disk occurs.
In order to calculate the absorption due to dust in the outer regions
of a galaxy we need to have the distribution of hydrogen, dust and stars. It is
generally observed th a t galaxies have an exponential decrease of gas, dust and
stars with radius in their outer parts. (The structure of galaxies at the center
is more complicated, but this is not im portant here, as we are only concerned
w ith the properties of m atter far outside the center of galaxies.) Here we only
want to reproduce qualitative features. In an analogous fashion to Eq. (4.4),
we model the number densities n B, n d, n B of gas, dust and stars as follows.
ng =

n g(0)exp

nd =

n d(0) exp -

n8 =

n s(0)exp

( z - Zq
— AgR / R q
hs

(5.1)

~ Adi? /R q

(5.2)

A sR /R o

(5.3)

Z ~

2 c A

hB

-

where z0 is the distance of the surface of m aximum density from the galactic
plane, and /ig, hd, hs are the scale heights for the different components (for
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simplicity we assume th a t the scale heights are independent of the radius).
The decrease of the densities with radius is determ ined by th e param eters Ag,
Ad, As. Each component also has a m axim um radius beyond which the density
is set to zero.

For hydrogen this is Rq, while for stars it is the Holmberg

radius i?n, which can be much smaller than R q. The distribution of the dust
is less certain as it depends on its uncertain formation.

According to our

hypothesis there is a component of the dust which has the same distribution
as HI. Therefore Ag = Ad and its cutoff is Ro. Likewise, we assume hs = hd.
For the stars we set ha = hg. In the inner regions of galaxies hB > h&. However,
we are interested here prim arily in the outer structure of galaxies. There the
gas layer can become thick (see e.g. Sancisi & Allen 1979 for NGC 891 and
B urton 1992 for our Galaxy), but we will not consider the radial dependence
of the scale height here.
The image of galaxies at some wavelength A when taking into account
absorption due to dust is calculated by solving the radiative transfer equation
in the form
dh/ds = -X x h +

( 5 -4 )

where I is the specific intensity, s is the length along the line of sight, y is
the absorption coefficient due to dust and rj is the emissivity, which models
the emission due to stars. Formally, the emissivity depends on the wavelength,
but as we are only interested in radial asymm etries, i.e. intensity differences
at the same wavelength and radius, we can regard rj to be independent of A.
At wavelengths larger than about 3000

A

one finds from measurem ents of the

extinction A \ th a t A \ oc A-1 . In the B band (A = 4350

A)

the absorption is
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therefore almost twice as strong as in the I band (A = 8250

A).

By comparing

the column density N 6 of atom ic hydrogen and the values of interstellar red
dening

E b -v

of individual stars at distances of 0.1 to

1

kpc one is led to the

relation (Scheffler & Elsasser 1987)
-Nh / E b - v = 5.8 1021 H atom s cm-2 m ag-1 .
W ith a mean reddening of E

b -v

(5.5)

= 0.6 mag kpc-1 one obtains a number density

of neutral hydrogen of ng = 1.1 cm -3. Also from the measured mean ratio of
interstellar extinction to interstellar reddening one has R = A y / E

b -v

~ 3. As

A \ = 1.086ta where t\ is the optical depth one can therefore write
/CM

Xa = <tv-t
n 6.
a ns
where the wavelength in the V band is Ay = 5550

(5.6)

A.

The absorption cross

section ay depends on the size and the composition of the dust grains, and
both are not known very accurately. The dust-to-gas ratio is also not known
very well. A typical value is n a /n g = 4 10-13 (Lang 1986) and one obtains
(Tv = 1.2 10-9

A.

This also agrees with Ju ra (1980), who gives an optical depth

in the B band of tb = 6.4 10—227Vh. From this one obtains a cross section of
crB = 1.6 10-9 for n a /n g = 4 10-13. A similar value is derived by Lang (1986)
from a simple estim ate. He uses a size of dust grains of a = 0.2 10-4 cm and
obtains a cross section ay ~ 7ra2 « 10-9 cm 2. In the following we will adopt
values of ay — 1.2 10-9 cm2 and n a /n g = 4 10—13. However, one should keep
in mind th a t these values are still very uncertain. Furthermore, it is assumed
th a t the composition of interstellar dust grains is the same everywhere, which
may not be true.
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The energy level of the electron of neutral hydrogen in th e ground
state is split depending on whether the spin of the electron has the same or
the opposite orientation with respect to the spin of the nucleus. The transition
between these two states gives rise to the 21 cm radiation of neutral hydrogen.
To calculate the HI distribution from the 21 cm line radiation (see Mihalas
h Binney 1981 for a more detailed discussion) we use the radiative transfer
equation in the form
dlv/ds = X v(B v(T8) - /„)

(5.7)

where the Planck function B (in the Rayleigh-Jeans lim it) is used as the source
function and Ts is the spin tem perature, which determ ines the distribution of
the electron in the two spin states. It is approximately the same as the kinetic
tem perature of neutral hydrogen. The absorption coefficient is given as
Xu = (3/m2A2i/327n/)nH$„

(5.8)

where $ is the absorption profile. This profile is dom inated by Doppler broad
ening and we can write
' I/O

\

-

V — 1/q V t / c

A z' d

(5.9)
/

w ith the Doppler width A^d = i/ qVd /c and vr is the velocity along the line of
sight. The characteristic velocity of the hydrogen atoms ud « 5 km s-1 . We
use Eqs. (5.7) to (5.9) to calculate the intensity of the 21cm line of neutral
hydrogen. However, we interpret the calculated image by assuming th a t the
m atter is optically thin and th a t the Planck function is constant along the line
of sight. These assumptions are generally made by radio astronomers, and they
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are justified here. Then the brightness tem perature (see Eq. 4.2) becomes
Tb

where

tv

w

tvT

,

(5.10)

is the optical depth along the line of sight. The integrated column

density along a line of sight is then given by integral (4.1) and is independent
of the only poorly known spin tem perature. W hen we calculate the column
density m ap and radial velocity m ap of our model and compare them with
observations we take into account the finite filter width for the frequency, the
noise within each frequency interval and the finite spatial resolution of the
observations.

5.3

N G C 5055
The HI distribution of this galaxy has been m easured and modeled

by Bosma (1981) and modeled separately by CTS, who could reproduce the
main observed features. They determ ined th a t this galaxy has a prolate po
tential. We begin by adopting the best fit warped disk structure found by
CTS. However, as we described in C hapter 4, the underlying potential of this
galaxy actually m ust be oblate.

CTS used an inclination of io = 55° and

to = 260°. Because we found th a t this galaxy has an oblate potential in order
to implement the CTS ’’best fit” structure we m ust perform the transform a
tions i0 —> 180° — io = 125° and t0 —►180° — t0 = -8 0 °. B ut we change t0
somewhat and use to = —20°. CTS had a radius Ro = 17'.6 (here we adopt
a distance scale such th a t this value of Ro corresponds to 30 kpc). However,
we further increase Ro by 40% and use a linearly varying warp and twist such
th a t wmax = 38° and fmax = —164°. The factor Ag is such th a t the HI density

Has decreased by a factor 10 at a radius of 30 kpc, just as in the model of CTS.
The increase of Ro is justified as the density of neutral hydrogen is too small to
be detected at the sensitivity of the observations of Bosma (1981). We demon
strate this in Fig. 13a, in which we have calculated the surface density of HI of
our model of the galaxy when taking into account the sensitivity of the radio
observations while Fig. 13b shows the computed velocity profile of the galaxy.
We calculated the specific intensities at different wavelengths along each ray,
folded over the filter w idth of 27.2 km s_ 1 and the beam width of 49" x 72"
and then obtained the column densities by only summing over the intensities
th at were above the noise of 0.5 K. In these models we used a central hydrogen
density of ng(0) = 0.125 cm - 3 and a scale height of hg = 0.75 kpc. W hen one
compares these two figures to the observations by Bosma (1981; see Figs. 11
and

12)

one sees, th a t our model can reproduce the main observed features.

These include the closed velocity contours and the northern ”bridge” of HI. In
the density profile we use the same values for the column density as Bosma
(1981). One can therefore see, th a t the extent of the modeled HI disk on the
sky (after taking into account the lim itations of the observations) is about the
same as the observed one even though we have increased the radius of the disk
by 40 %. One should also take into account th a t our model uses a perfectly
smooth distribution of HI. In reality the HI distribution is much noisier. This
will rather decrease the am ount of HI observed in the outer regions when one
takes the noise of the observations into account. W hat our model does not
reproduce entirely is the distribution of HI in the southern part of the galaxy.
There the distribution of neutral hydrogen becomes much more irregular as
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compared to the northern region. This suggests th a t the gas in the southern
region is not in the quasi steady state th a t is characteristic for gas settling in
an oblate potential.
The three-dimensional structure of our model galaxy is displayed in
Fig. 14. For reasons of clarity we only display the HI disk out to the radius
where the HI disk starts to cross over the (inner) optical disk. The HI disk
first obscures the inner regions in the SW edge of the galaxy. From this it
becomes clear how and where a radial asym m etry would occur if dust existed
in the outer regions of the HI disk. We illustrate this further by calculating
the image of the optical disk when there is dust in the HI disk. For this we
solve Eq. (5.4) for wavelengths corresponding to the center of the B and the
I band. The images are displayed in Figs. 15a and b. These images shall
only reflect the general qualitative behavior of the light distribution of the
galaxy. No detailed quantitative modeling has been attem pted. As the effect
of absorption due to dust in the outer HI regions is weak we increase the amount
of dust by a factor

6

in order to illustrate more clearly the effects of dust. As

one can see, parts of the optical disk are partially obscured by the dust in the
extended HI disk, which causes an apparent asym m etry of the optical disk.
This asym m etry reduces towards longer wavelengths because of the decreasing
absorption coefficient.
The optical images of our model should be compared to the CCD
observations of the galaxy NGC 5055. In Figs. 16 and 17 we show CCD images
of the galaxy NGC 5055 in the B and the I band, respectively (these images
were provided to us by D. Elmegreen, private communication). W hen one tries
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Figure 13. Calculated HI m ap of NGC 5055. (a) Column density and (b)
velocity profile of our model galaxy when the observational constraints are
taken into account. In (a) the lowest contour (dashed) corresponds to a column
density of 1.3 102° atoms cm -2. All other contours (solid) are multiples of 2.6
lO20 atom s cm -2 . In (b) the contours are in intervals of 20 km s-1 . The blue
shifted side is on the right. The zero velocity contour is dashed.
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F ig u re 14. Three-dimensional rendering of the HI distribution of our model
of galaxy NGC 5055 as seen from the direction of the observer.
to determ ine quantitatively the amount of extinction caused by the dust, one
needs to perform azim uthal scans of the galaxy, i.e. one needs to measure the
light originating from the galaxy at a constant radius from its center in the
plane of the galaxy. For this one has to know the position angle of this galaxy in
the sky. However, this is determ ined by the contour lines of the galaxy which
in turn are influenced by the radial asymmetry. CTS gave a position angle
of
7

7

= 99°. On the other hand, Elmegreen & Elmegreen (1984) determined

= 105°. Though this may not appear to be a large difference, it influences

greatly the measured am ount of extinction. To determ ine quantitatively the
amount of dust in the outer regions of the galaxy we compare the photon
count at a fixed radius between two different quadrants, one where we expect
the cross-over to obscure the optical disk (the SW quadrant) and one where
the disk should not be obscured (the SE quadrant). In order to reduce the
error we use a long azim uthal strip per quadrant instead of only one point
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Figure 15. Optical image of our model galaxy, (a) at 4350 A, (b) at 8250
A. The upper images are for the case of dust in the HI disk while the lower
images are for the case th a t dust only exists in the optical disk
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Table 3. Dust in the outer regions of NGC 5055. For different position angles
7 we list the measured extinction A \ in the B band (A = 4350 A) and I band
(A = 8250 A), the resulting column density TVa of dust, and the dust-to-gas
ratio assuming a column density of gas of N g = 1020 cm -2.

7
[°]

A

99

4350
8250
4350
8250
4350
8250

102

105

A\

Nd
[cm"2]

0.19 ± 0 .1 2
0.11 ± 0 .0 5
0.086 ± 0.037
0.012 ± 0.025
-0 .0 1 ± 0.00 5
-0 .1 ± 0 .0 2 5

(1.1 ± 0 .7 )
(1.3 ± 0.5)
(5.2 ± 2.3)
(1.4 ± 3.0)
(6.5 ± 3.1)
(1.2 ± 0.3)

[A]

N d/ N e

108
108
107
107
106
108

(1.1 ± 0 .7 )
(1.3 ± 0.5)
(5.2 ± 2.3)
(1.4 ± 3.0)
. (6.5 ± 3.1)
(1.2 ± 0.3)

10" 12
10- 1 2
10- 1 3
10“ 13
10- 1 4
10- 1 2

per quadrant. These strips are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 for a position angle
of

7

= 102°. Table 5.3 lists the results. The error estim ate is based on the

mean deviation of the photon count along each radial strip. While for

7

= 99°

we get large absorption in the SW quadrant, which is what we expect from
our hypothesis, our measurem ents result in absorption in the SE quadrant
(indicated by the negative extinction) for

7

= 105°. This is surprising as from

optical photographs (Sandage 1961; CTS) the radial asym m etry appears to be
fairly clear with less light coming from the SW quadrant than the SE quadrant.
One problem of such radial scans are certainly the small scale structures of the
galaxy which produce a large error. Therefore we cannot obtain a quantitative
estim ate of the am ount of dust present in the outer HI regions.
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Figure 16. Contour plot of a CCD image of NGC 5055 in the B band. North
is up and West is on the right. The two stripes in the SE and SW mark the
positions where the photon count for a quantitative determ ination of the dust
absorption has been measured assuming a position angle of 102°. The CCD
image was provided by Elmegreen (private communication)
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;•

•

F ig u re 17. Same as the Fig. 16 but this image of NGC 5055 is in the I band
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5.4

Sum m ary
In this chapter we showed how the three-dimensional structure of the

HI disk could explain the observed asym m etries in optical galaxies if the outer
regions of the HI disk contained dust. The advantage of this hypothesis is th at
no special assumption on the distribution of stars needs to be made. In the
following, we want to summarize the basic features of this hypothesis.
1. The tilted-ring model has very few free param eters. There are only
four param eters which determ ine the kinematics of the galaxy, and these are
normally fairly well constrained by the observation of the velocity and density
profile. There is an intrinsic ambiguity in HI observations. As this radiation is
optically thin one cannot determ ine from these observations alone which the
near and which the far side of a galaxy is. In our case this means th a t one
cannot determ ine from the HI observations alone on which side we expect the
optical disk to be obscured by the dust in the HI disk. However, by taking into
account optical photographs of a galaxy one can usually determ ine the near
side of a galaxy (except when the galaxy is viewed nearly face-on). This then
determines where the HI disk crosses over. This theory can therefore predict
where the radial asym m etry occurs.
2. A nother im portant free param eter is the e-folding radius of the
HI density. It can be fairly well determ ined from the HI density profile of the
galaxy. For NGC 5055 we have to assume th a t the HI gas extends to larger
radii than previously has been seen observationally. However, we have shown
th a t the observed HI radius may merely reflect the detection lim it of the radio
observations of this galaxy and not the actual physical size of the HI disk.
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3. The model predicts th a t the strength of the asym m etry is colordependent. However, while a radial asym m etry is apparent in the photograph
of NGC 5055 by Sandage (1961; CTS) we cannot determ ine quantitatively
the extinction th a t is caused by the dust because of the large uncertainties
associated with the required measurements at optical wavelengths.
4. A key assum ption of this hypothesis is the presence of dust in the
outer regions of the HI disk. There are currently several theories on where
dust can form. Such formation regions are mainly the envelopes of protostars,
atmospheres of cool giant stars and the general interstellar gas (Scheffler &
Elsasser 1987). Even in the latter case stars are needed to produce the metals
(particularly carbon) from which the dust is formed. However, no stars are
observed in the outer regions, but the existence of dust at such radii is still
possible. The metals from which dust forms could have been produced by stars
formed during the initial star formation in the galaxy. As one knows from the
halo component of our Galaxy this star formation was not yet confined to the
disk of the galaxy. W ithin a short tim e the more massive stars in the outer halo
ended their lives either through supernovae or after phases of intense stellar
winds as white dwarfs. In either case they would have provided m etals to the
surrounding medium. Only the less massive and therefore unobservable stars
were left behind. The m etals then would settle in the same warped disk as
neutral hydrogen atoms. There the metals could have condensed into dust.

CH APTER 6

PO LA R IZED R A D IA T IV E T R A N S F E R
6.1

Introduction
Cataclysmic variables (CVs) are binary systems in which a white

dwarf accretes m atter from a close companion of low mass (0.1 to 1 M®) which
loses mass through Roche lobe overflow (Frank et al. 1992). Because of conser
vation of angular m om entum , this m atter (which is collisionally ionized) forms
an accretion disk around the white dwarf and slowly spirals towards the white
dwarf because of the influence of viscosity. However, when the white dwarf
possesses a strong magnetic field, this field will disrupt the accretion disk and
the plasm a will flow along field lines onto the magnetic pole of the white dwarf
(see review by Chanm ugam 1992). Above the accretion region on the white
dwarf, a shock will form when the plasm a has to slow down from supersonic
free fall velocities to essentially zero velocity on the surface of the white dwarf.
From observations, two classes of magnetic CVs have been distin
guished (e.g. Chanmugam 1992). On the one hand there are the synchronous
systems in which the spin period of the white dwarf is about equal to the orbital
period, i.e. P spin/ P arbit

1. These systems are also known as A M Her stars

or polars (Cropper 1990). They display strong (about 10 %) phase-dependent
linear and circular polarization in the optical and infra-red. From this it fol
lows th a t the white dwarf has a strong magnetic field of about 10 to 70 M G .
In addition, all of these stars have a short orbital period (< 4 hours). It is
51
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this short period combined with the strong magnetic field, which causes the
synchronous rotation of the white dwarf. As a consequence, all emission from
the x-ray to the infrared varies with Pspm.
A second class are the so-called asynchronous m agnetic CVs in which
the spin period is much shorter than the orbital period. This class of systems
has previously been subdivided. Systems with Pepm/Poibh ~

0 .1

are known

as interm ediate polars (IPs, e.g. Warner 1985). In these systems the hard
x-ray emission is pulsed at PBpm- If the interpretation of this as optically
thin brem sstrahlung is correct, the accretion occurs onto a large area (King h
Shaviv 1984). Until recently no polarization of the em itted light was seen, and
there was therefore no direct evidence of a magnetic field. This led people to
believe th a t the magnetic field m ust be weak (<C 1 MG). Besides the IPs the
small class of DQ Her systems has been identified. These systems have similar
properties as the IPs but P Spin/Porbit < 0.1 and the x-ray emission is weak or
completely absent.
It was long noticed th a t in general the orbital period of the AM Her
objects is shorter than the period of the DQ Hers and IPs.

This suggests

an evolutionary sequence, in which the IPs evolve into the AM Her objects.
However, for such a sequence to occur one needs some IPs with fairly strong
m agnetic fields ( B > 3 MG; Chanmugam &: Ray 1984). An evolution from IPs
into AM Her stars was also suggested by King et al. (1985), who suggested
th a t these two systems have magnetic fields of the same order of magnitude.
This raises the question why no polarization is observed in IPs, and it has
been suggested th at this is due to dilution effects. Also if IPs evolve into AM
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Her systems, then one would expect to find some systems which are in an
evolutionary state in between IPs and AM Hers. The evolutionary scenario
was supported by the discovery of BG CMi by Penning et al. (1986). This
object has a spin period of 15.3 min and an orbital period of 3.23 hr and was
therefore classified as an IP. In addition it showed weak (0.239 %) circular
polarization in the I band (centered at 8250

A),

which provided the first direct

evidence of a magnetic field in an IP. The calculations of Chanmugam et al.
(1990) gave a field strength of

4 MG.

Recently, the IP RE 0751+14 was discovered by Mason et al. (1992)
in the EUV with the ROSAT satellite, which may also support the evolutionary
scenario. This system showed a 13.9 min m odulation, which they interpreted as
the spin period. Rosen et al. (1993) obtained optical spectroscopy, photom etry
and polarim etry of this object. They noticed a radial velocity motion of the
emission lines which supported a spin period of 13.9 min.

In the B band

they found a 14.5 min m odulation, which can be interpreted as a beat period
with the orbital motion P0rbit = 5.3 hr. They also found a strong red color
dependence of the pulsation, which suggests a cyclotron origin. Furtherm ore,
they noticed variable circular polarization. Both hint at a strong magnetic
field.

Finally, Piirola et al.

(1993) made simultaneous UBVRI, linear and

circular polarim etry, and they found variable linear and circular polarization.
By fitting the W ickramasinghe & Meggitt (1985) cyclotron emission model to
the m aximum polarized flux they obtained a magnetic field of B =

8

— 18

MG with a tem perature of k T = 10 —20 keV. A third im portant param eter is
the plasm a param eter A = Wpf/u)cc = 6107(T /107 cm) (N / 1 0 16 cm _3 )(R /10
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M G)-1 . Here u;p = (4irNe2/ m ) 1/2 = 5.641012(iV/1016 cm - 3 ) 1/ 2 s- 1 is the
plasm a frequency, u>c = e S /m c = 1.76 1 0 1 4 (H / 1 0 MG) s- 1 is the cyclotron
frequency, N is the electron num ber density and L is the characteristic length
of the system. Piirola et al. (1993) found A fa 106 — 108.
We have used our code to calculate polarized radiative transfer in a
3D emission region (the accretion shock) to polarized radiative transfer. In
Appendix A we discuss all aspects of polarized radiative transfer as far as they
are relevant here.

There, we discuss both radiative transfer in the general

Stokes formalism and radiative transfer in the special case of large Faraday
rotation and pulsation. In Sect. 6.2 we discuss the numerical calculation of the
required cyclotron absorption coefficients. This discussion is quite extensive.
The reason for this is the lack of such a discussion in the literature for the
opacities needed here (V ath & Chanm ugam 1994).

Then we calculate the

spectra of objects with homogeneous magnetic fields and compare our results
with those of Wu (1989). The assum ption of homogeneous fields is realistic for
an AM Her system, where m atter only accretes onto a small fraction of the
surface of the white dwarf. In the case of IPs, however, one cannot make this
assumption and a more general calculation m ust be performed. We apply our
program to the case of extended polar caps and we model the IP RE 0751 + 14.

6.2
6.2.1

C yclotron opacities
Introduction
Cyclotron radiation is produced by electrons as they are spiraling in a

magnetic field (e.g. Bekefi 1966). This radiation is called synchrotron radiation
when the electrons move at ultra-relativistic speeds. The collective emission of
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electrons in a magnetized plasm a depends on the electrons’ velocity distribu
tion. Here we will assume th a t the velocity distribution is Maxwellian including
relativistic corrections. Then the cyclotron emission of a plasm a is described
by the tem perature T, the angular frequency of emission u>param etrized by the
harm onic num ber s = u/u>c, the angle 0 between the magnetic field and the line
of sight, and finally the plasm a param eter A. If cyclotron emission is an im- ~
p ortant source of radiation then by Kirchhoff’s law it is also a strong absorber
of radiation. Therefore cyclotron absorption is im portant for the transfer of
radiation through a strongly magnetized plasma.
Cyclotron emission can be detected from many astronomical systems.
Examples are the therm al and non-therm al radio emission of the sun and stars
(e.g., Dulk 1985). Cataclysmic variables containing accreting magnetic white
dwarfs are also a source of strongly polarized optical and near-infrared radia
tion, whereby the magnetic field has a strength of B & 107 G (Chanmugam &
Dulk 1981; Meggitt Sz W ickramasinghe 1982). X-ray cyclotron lines are seen in
accreting neutron stars which are consistent with magnetic fields of B fa 1012
G (Triimper et al. 1978; Zheleznyakov 1984).
Extensive discussions of cyclotron opacities exist in plasm a physics
(e.g., Bekefi 1966; Tamor 1977, 1978; De Barbieri 1980; Bornatici et al. 1983)
and in astrophysics (e.g., R am aty 1969; Pavlov et al. 1980; Chanmugam &
Dulk 1981; Meggitt h W ickramasinghe 1982). In these papers two different
m ethods were used. In the single-particle m ethod the radiation em itted by
one electron in a magnetic field was calculated and from this the emissivity of
a collection of therm al electrons was obtained. The cyclotron opacities were
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then derived using KirchhofF’s law (e.g., Bekefi 1966). On the other hand one
has the dielectric tensor m ethod in which the opacities are obtained from the
complex dielectric tensor (e.g., Tamor 1977, 1978).

However, the opacities

were mostly presented in the form of figures. As opacities vary over many
orders of m agnitude for different harmonic numbers it is difficult to compare
opacities calculated by different authors, as differences of order unity easily
remain undetectable in such figures.

It is therefore im portant to compare

numerical tables of opacities to decide on the accuracy of different numerical
methods.
Polarized radiation can be described by the four Stokes param eters
/ , Q, U, V. The corresponding transfer equation for polarized radiation con
tains three independent opacities commonly denoted as k, q and v plus the two
Faraday mixing coefficients / and h (see also Appendix A). Alternatively, the
propagation of an electrom agnetic wave through a plasma can be described by
two orthogonal waves referred to as the ordinary (+ ) and the extraordinary
( —) wave. Under the assumption of large Faraday rotation and Faraday pulsa
tion and homogeneous fields along the line of sight one obtains two uncoupled
transfer equations for these two modes, and the transfer is described by only
two opacities a±. As the condition of large Faraday rotation and pulsation and
homogeneous fields is often fulfilled in laboratory and astrophysical plasmas it
has been common in the past to use the transfer equations for the ordinary
and extraordinary mode. Chanmugam et al. (1989) made thorough compar
isons between different numerical methods and analytic approximations for the
opacities a± and also produced extensive tables of opacities.
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In the following we extend the work done by Chanmugam et al. (1989)
to the opacities k, q, and v. T hat way we are able to solve polarized radiative
transfer in cases where the magnetic field is inhomogeneous along the line of
sight. This will be necessary in some of the systems investigated here. This
discussion is also needed as Chanmugam et al. (1989) compared their total
opacity k to those used by Meggitt k W ickramasinghe (1982), who solved the
transfer equation in the Stokes formalism, and discrepancies as large as 20%
appeared. The following detailed discussion should help to resolve questions
about the numerical accuracy of these calculations. We use the single-particle
m ethod to calculate the opacities. We test our opacities by calculating from
them the opacities in the ordinary and extraordinary mode a± and comparing
those to other people’s results.

Furtherm ore, we derive formulae to obtain

k, q and v from a + and a _ . T hat way we can use analytic expressions for
a± in order to get analytic expressions for /c, q and v. In particular, we use
the analytic formulae by Robinson k Melrose (1984; Dulk 1985) and compare
the so obtained analytic expressions of k , q and v with the numerical results.
Extensive tables of these cyclotron opacities for different T, 0, and s are given
in V ath k Chanmugam (1994).

6.2.2

C yclotron opacities
Polarized radiation can be described by the Stokes param eters 7, Q ,

U, V (Rybicki k Lightman 1979). The total intensity is given by 7, while the
degree of polarization is (Q2 + U2 + V2)1/ 2/ / . The degree of linear polarization
is (Q 2 + U2y / 2/ I and the degree of circular polarization is V / I . The position
angle x f°r linear polarization is given by t a n 2 y = U/Q. W hen the magnetic
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field B is lying in the y-z plane w ith the z-axis in the direction of propagation
(in which case the emissivity corresponding to th e Stokes param eter U cu = 0)
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then the transfer equation can be w ritten as (Pacholczyk 1977)

( 6 . 1)

where I is the path length. Here the Faraday mixing coefficients are

The quantities
ters.

/ =

(wp/co;c) cos 0/(ai2/^c - !)

(6-2)

h =

(ujp/cujc) sin 2 0/2(uA/u^ —u/u>c).

(6.3)

ej, eg, ey are the emissivities for the respective Stokes param e

The solution to this equation in the case th a t all coefficients are constant

along the line of sight is (see Appendix A, Eqs. A.31 to A.34)
I

=

/«+{■

Q

U

Ip + {Ai cosh XI + A.2 sinh XI + A 3 cos fil + A 4 sin filje k1

=

q + fa 1 1
-[Ai sinh XI + A 2 cosh XI]
A
—q + /fl 3
[A3 sin fil — A 4 cos /H]}e" kI
+

=

(6.5)

I tj + j —cti[Ai cosh XI + A 2 sinh A/]
—0 3 ^ 3 cos fil + A 4 sin fil]|e

V

(6.4)

Vv + {

(6 .6 )

—v — ha 1
[Ai sinh XI + A 2 cosh A/]
A
H

-----

[A3 sin fil — A4 cos

Kt.

(6.7)

ft

All the constants contain the cyclotron absorption coefficients and the Faraday
mixing coefficients. In addition, the constants A,• contain the incoming radia
tion and the constants Xp where X stands for any one of the Stokes param eters.
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These la tte r constants in tu rn also depend on the emissivities ex- We derive
the above solution in Appendix A, where we also define all the constants.
Here we are interested in the case of cyclotron emission and ab
sorption in a homogeneous collisionless plasm a with a uniform magnetic field

B. The velocity distribution of electrons of number density N is assumed to
be Maxwellian including relativistic corrections. Then the emissivity for the
Stokes param eter I is given as (Meggitt & W ickramasinghe 1982)

C/

=2

c K 2(h)

I-1

d/3[l

^

( 6 -8 )

F l

where
Fi = (cot 6 - ft\\ esc 6)2J 2(n£) + ft]_J'n2(n^).
Here, ^ = m c 2/ k T , ft

(6.9)

= v / c is the dimensionless velocity,cft\\ and cft± are

the velocities of the electron parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field,
respectively, £ = ft±_ sin 6/(1 —
num ber is related to

7

cos 6),

7

through the equation

= (1 — ft2)~1!2. The harmonic
7

= n /s ( 1 — /?ycos0). Also n\

is the m inim um value of n such th a t ft\ > 0. The emissivities eg, ey for the
Stokes param eters Q and V are obtained from the above equation for e/ by
substituting Fi with F q and F y , respectively. The functions F q and Fy are
defined as
Fq =
Fy

=

(cot 6 — ft\\ esc 6)2J 2(nft) — f t \ J ' n { n ft)

(6.10)

—2(cot 6 —ft\\ esc 6) J n(n£)ft± J„(n^)

(6.11)

As before we assume th a t the axes are defined such th a t the z axis points toward
the observer and the uniform magnetic field lies in the y-z plane making the
angle 6 with the z axis. One obtains the opacities using Kirchhoff’s law, and
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one has k = t i / B , q — cq/ B , v = t y / B where B = kTuj2/ATr3c2 is the Planck
function in the Rayleigh-Jeans lim it. We can use this lim it because hta/kT <C 1
here.
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in a m agnetoactive plasma
can be described by two norm al modes (R am aty 1969), which are the ordinary
mode (+ ) and the extraordinary mode ( —). The intensity in the respective
modes is denoted by I±. Let us denote with E x , Eg the transverse components
of the electric field vector of the electromagnetic wave, where Eg lies in the
plane of the m agnetic field B and the direction of propagation while E x is
perpendicular to this plane. Then the polarization coefficients of the ordinary
and extraordinary mode are given by a± = —i( E x/Eg)± and one gets
( a\ = ---- — -------—2s -----------------cos 9
a±(s,6)
-I75.
—sin 6 ± [sin 6 + 4s 2 cos2

rain's
(6 .1 2 )

To fully describe th e radiation one needs to know the phase difference
between these two modes.

However, in the case th a t this phase difference

is completely randomized, which is referred to as large Faraday rotation and
Faraday pulsation, the equations of transfer in a magnetoactive plasm a simplify
and can be w ritten as (e.g. Ram aty 1969)
d l ±/dl = a ± ( B / 2 - I ± ).

(6.13)

where B is the Planck function. The formal solutions of these two equations
in the case th a t all coefficients are constant along the line of sight is
I± =

e x p (-o ± /) + (B/2) [1 - e x p ( - a ± /) ] .

(6-14)

The incoming radiation is denoted by J±. The Stokes param eters are calculated

from (R am aty 1969)
I

= /+ + /_

(6.15)

Q

=/ + ( T r t ) + / - ( r r l )

<6-16>

U

=0

(6.17)

K

=/+ f e

) + /- (

i t s

)-

(6'18)

The opacities a± for these two modes are (Chanmugam h Dulk 1981; the
refractive index is set to one, which is a very good approximation)

\2
+ |a± (cot 6 —(5|| esc 6^j J n(u)] j exp(—n j)( ujs ^4/n).

(6.19)

In this equation B is the Planck function.
Because much computing tim e is required to calculate the Bessel func
tion J n of high order and the derivative Jn\ it is common to use an approxim a
tion given by W ild & Hill (1971; Meggitt & W ickramasinghe 1982) for these
functions. The accuracy of this approxim ation was discussed by Chanmugam
et al. (1989). They found th a t an error not larger than about 2% results in
the opacities. This approxim ation is therefore sufficient for radiative transfer
calculations. However, as a reference we calculate all opacities in this chapter
using more precise numerical codes for the Bessel functions.
W hen one has calculated the opacities

k

,

q and

v

one can obtain the

opacities a± for the ordinary and extraordinary mode using the equation
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As far as we are aware this relation has not been shown before. There also
exists the relation
k

= ( l / 2 )( a + + a _ )

(6 .2 1 )

In the following we will prove these two relations. For this purpose we define
A n = (cot0 — /3||)Jn(n() and B n = )3±J'n(n£). Now we insert the expressions
of /c, q and v into Eq. (6.20), and as a± does not depend on the integration
variable /?|| and the sum m ation index n we can write
1

—a \

2

a+

=

K-T T 4?+i T 4 ”

-

b

iik

) L

( 6 ' 2 2 )

t

^

■ 2a± ( - 2AnB n)le~^(u>s74/ n )
1 + o,±

'bMw L

=

„£ T T 4 ^

(6.23)

+

Bl -

e-M7 (u;s7 4 /n ).

(6.24)

The right hand side agrees w ith Eq. 6.19. Now we want to prove Eq. (6.21). By
inserting the expressions of a± into Eq. (6.21) and using the same arguments
as above we derive
K =
=

( l/ 2 ) ( a + + a _ )
B 2 cK 2( h ) / - i d/3{]
+T T ^

=

(6.25)

B
l

^ t) L

{ r+ 4

“

2 a+AnB n

" 2a~A »B » + Bl] } e ^ >
d

^

+

^ W

5 7 4 /n )

/n ) .

+ B n2\
(6.26)
(6.27)

In going from Eq. (6.26) to (6.27) we used the relation a +a_ = —1 which can
be shown easily from Eq. (6.12). While these are formal proofs, we also can
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deduce Eqs. (6.20) and (6.21) intuitively by comparing the formal solutions to
the respective transfer equations. We present this derivation in Appendix A.
Equation (6.21) is well known and we included the formal proof only for the
sake of completeness.
W hile we can get a± from k, q and v we need one more equation
to do the reverse step. However, information (the phase relation between the
modes) is lost when one goes from the Stokes param eters to I±. Therefore no
such third relation exists. Nevertheless we can derive an approxim ately valid
relation.

If the radiation iscompletely polarized one has I = \JQ2 -f V 2. In the

optically thin case with no Faraday rotation or pulsation we have I / B = «/,
Q j B — ql, V / B = vl where I is the path length. It then follows th a t
k2 «

q2 + v 2.

(6.28)

However, it turns out th at the radiation is never completely polarized (Rybicki
h Lightman 1979; only monochromatic waves are 100 % polarized, but because
of the uncertainty principle such waves cannot exist) and Eq. 6.28 is only valid
approximately. As the opacities are atomic quantities Eq. (6.28) remains valid
w ith the same accuracy even in the case of large Faraday rotation and if the
radiation is optically thick. Using Eq.

(6.28) we can calculate q and v as

follows:
q « |a A — \b\Vn2 — A 2jv

« j —6A + sgn(6)|a|\//c2 —A 2j

(6.29)
(6.30)

where A = (a_ —a + ) / 2. We also defined the quantities a = (1 — a + )/( 1 + a^.)
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and b = 2a+/ ( l + a^). We will discuss the validity of th e above equations
further down.

6.2.3

D iscussion
We start the discussion by first investigating the accuracy of our nu

merical calculations. For this purpose, we compare in Table 4 the opacities a±
obtained using the dielectric tensor m ethod of Tamor (1977, 1978) to a± as
calculated by us from opacities in the Stokes formalism and using Eq. (6.20).
This comparison is im portant as the methods used are qualitatively very differ
ent. W hile our calculation is based on the single-particle m ethod, the Tamor
m ethod is based on the dielectric tensor. If agreement is achieved between
these two calculations then this is indeed a strong indication for the accuracy
of our code. Note th a t we vary 6 from large values (89°) when the radiation is
almost completely linearly polarized to small values when circular polarization
is dom inant. In the former case ot± as calculated by us mostly depends on the
value of q, while in the latter case ot± is mostly dom inated by v. Therefore we
can test here the accuracy of the calculations for both q and v. The fact th at
these two m ethods agree to b etter than 0.02 % indicates th a t our numerical
code is very accurate. The values of a± as presented here in all tables are in
units of u>l/ucc. This way the results are independent of the magnetic field
and the num ber density of electrons.
The main use of the relation between a± and k , q and v is th at
analytic approximations of the cyclotron opacities

(for which there are

many) can be used to obtain analytic approximations for the opacities in the
Stokes formalism (for which, as far as we are aware, there are none). Such
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Table 4. Comparison between absorption coefficients a± obtained using the
Tamor m ethod and using th e Stokes m ethod together with Eq. (6.20)
kT

e

keV)

(°)
89
89
89
80
80
80
60
60
60
30
30
30
89
89
89
80
80
80
60
60
60
30
30
30

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

a_

s

5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15

<*+

This work

Tamor

This work

Tamor

9.573E-04
5.080E-06
9.990E-08
7.291E-04
3.602E-06
6.629E-08
6.501E-04
2.066E-06
3.045E-08
1.236E-04
8.585E-08
4.130E-10
5.145E-03
1.520E-04
1.219E-05
4.272E-03
1.095E-04
8.296E-06
3.517E-03
7.834E-05
5.276E-06
1.275E-03
1.136E-05
4.030E-07

9.578E-04
5.084E-06
1.000E-07
7.295E-04
3.605E-06
6.635E-08
6.503E-04
2.067E-06
3.048E-08
1.237E-04
8.594E-08
4.136E-10
5.146E-03
1.520E-04
1.220E-05
4.273E-03
1.095E-04
8.296E-06
3.517E-03
7.836E-05
5.275E-06
1.276E-03
1.137E-05
4.033E-07

3.437E-05
2.487E-07
7.712E-09
1.309E-04
1.320E-06
3.036E-08
1.014E-04
4.182E-07
7.378E-09
1.825E-06
2.431E-09
1.605E-11
3.024E-04
1.094E-05
1.198E-06
1.036E-03
4.542E-05
4.223E-06
6.705E-04
2.132E-05
1.698E-06
4.164E-05
6.417E-07
3.045E-08

3.439E-05
2.489E-07
7.721E-09
1.310E-04
1.322E-06
3.039E-08
1.015E-04
4.186E-07
7.388E-09
1.827E-06
2.434E-09
1.608E-11
3.025E-04
1.095E-05
1.198E-06
1.037E-03
4.544E-05
4.225E-06
6.707E-04
2.134E-05
1.700E-06
4.167E-05
6.423E-07
3.049E-08
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analytic approximations are much faster to compute than the exact expressions
for the opacities as given in Eq. (6.19) (mainly because of the Bessel functions
and the required sum and integral). The accuracies of several of these analytic
expressions have been discussed by Chanmugam et al. (1989). They found th a t
the best analytic formulae for the opacities are given by Robinson & Melrose
(1984; Dulk 1985). These are

a±

=

,_ 9 iV //2(1 - 15/8//) 7o/2(7o “ l ) 1 /2 £o(£o - 1)
2 .6710'

B

d 2± ( 1 +

+

n± sin3 0
-

0.85sc
•So

(1 + a \ )

So7 V

X

/2

1/3

+ (1 - n|/3o)1/2(l - n ±
2 Po cos2 0)1/2

/

n±/?o</±£0 sin4 0
2

(sq + 5C)

J

(1 - u 2± /3q cos2 6 ) ( 1 +

4.5297.sc
•so

1/6

Z 2s° x e x p [ - / / ( 7o - 1)] (6.31)

where
1+

7o

2s

A4

1+

9 x \ - 1/31

1/2

A = (i - 7o
“2)1/2;

2

n±

1

- ^ ;

& = (i - /J'2)’ 1' 2;

ssin 2 0
x = --------- ;
A4

(6.32)

[a + (1 + a 2)1/ 2] cos 6
| cos 01

«+ =

(6.33)

a=

sin2 0
2s|cos 6 1’

•So = 7 o ( 1 - ? 4 / ^ c o s 2 0)s;

3£o
— 2 ,

P '=

c 2 ± = a± cos 0(1 —n- ±Pq);
±, 0„

n±/3o sin 0
; (6-34)
(1 —n±/3o cos2 0)1/2
Z
“ =
-

P>ei/io
1 + 1 /^o

(6.35)

and fi = m c 2/ k T . However, these formulae have some lim itations. For small
angles (0 < 30°) they are not very accurate. Also, while the total opacities are
fairly accurate, the resulting linear and circular polarization can be off by 10%.
This is because the degree of polarization depends on the difference between
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a ± , and any error in the opacities will therefore show up particularly in the
linear and circular polarization.
In the following, we use Eqs. (6.21), (6.29) and (6.30) to calculate the
opacities in the Stokes formalism from the Robinson & Melrose (1984) formu
lae and compare the results to the exact expressions. For this purpose we plot
in Fig. 18 the opacity

k

and the degree of linear and circular polarization for

optically thin radiation for different angles 6 at k T = 10 keV. In Fig. 19 we
keep 0 at 90° and vary the tem perature. As we can see the overall qualitative
behavior of k and the degree of linear and circular polarization are reflected
by the analytic formulae. One also notices th a t no harmonic structure appears
in the analytically derived quantities. This is not surprising as Robinson &
Melrose (1984) derived their formulae by averaging over the harmonics, and
no harmonic structure can therefore appear. From Fig. 19 we also see the
decrease in accuracy of the analytically derived degree of polarization with
increasing tem perature. This is expected as the radiation is less polarized at
high tem peratures and Eq. (6.28) becomes less accurate. Another consequence
of this equation is th a t we will get non-zero circular polarization at 6 = 90°.
As this is unphysical we set v to zero when 6 > 88°. This prevents extrem e
numerical inaccuracies for the opacity v. Overall we can say th at the analytic
expression can be used at high harmonic numbers (where the harmonic struc
ture is not very im portant), low tem peratures (i.e. k T < 50 keV) and at angles
6 > 30°. Thereby, one should keep in mind th a t results from calculations using
the analytic formulae should not be overinterpreted. While they may reflect
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the qualitative behavior, they may not be accurate enough to support detailed
quantitative calculations.

6.3

A ccretion colum ns in AM Her binaries
As we pointed out above, the accretion onto the magnetic white dwarf

in an AM Her system occurs onto a fairly small part of the white dw arf’s
surface, and one can therefore assume th a t the magnetic field is homogeneous.
Such calculations for a three-dimensional shock were done for example by Wu
(1989). The structure of the shock in the radial direction was determ ined by
numerically solving the one-dimensional hydrodynamic equations. Because the
plasm a flow is locked onto the field lines this becomes a one-dimensional fluid
flow. Its properties are determ ined by the continuity, the m om entum and the
energy equations. These are respectively (Wu et al. 1994)
(6.36)
(6.37)
(6.38)
where p is the density, P is the pressure, v is the velocity and x is the spatial
coordinate. In the energy equation, an ideal gas is assumed with the equation
of state P = p k T / p m p. For a completely ionized hydrogen gas the mean
molecular weight is p = 1/2 and is A = 3 .9 1016 in cgs units.

If cooling

occurs only through bremsstrahlung, then e3 — 0. If cyclotron cooling is also
im portant, then e„ > 0 and a = 2, f3 = 3.85 (Wu et al. 1994). To solve this
system of equations one typically uses as boundary conditions v — 0, T = 0 on
the surface of the white dwarf. At the post-shock region v = —u / 4 where u is
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F ig u re 18. Comparison of the opacities k , q, v calculated from the Robinson
& Melrose (1984) analytic formulae and the accurate numerical opacities for
k T = 10 keV and different angles 9. (a) 6 = 20°, (b) 6 = 40° (c) 9 = 60°,
(d) 9 = 80°. The figure shows k from the numerical solution (solid) and from
the analytic formulae (dash dotted), circular polarization from the numerical
solution (dotted) and from the analytic formulae (dash dot dot dotted), lin
ear polarization from the numerical solution (dashed) and from the analytic
formulae (long dashed)
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Figure 19. Same as Fig. 18 but for 6 = 90° and different tem peratures, (a)
k T = 10 keV, (b) k T = 20 keV, (c) k T = 50 keV, (d) k T = 100 keV
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the free-fall velocity. Wu et al. (1994) derived a closed integral form solution
of these ID hydrodynam ic equations th a t can be solved easily. They obtained
this formula by introducing dimensionless quantities r = —v / u and ( = x / x B
where x B is the shock height. Then the above hydrodynam ic equations become
d(

u2

dr

2x BApa

t

2(

5 —8r )
—7-)

(6.39)
-1

4 a+P

K (r)

K (t)

=

(6.40)

where pa = pBj 4 = m / u is the pre-shock density, ps is the post-shock density
and m is the specific accretion rate. Note th a t the dependence on the kind of
cooling is contained entirely in the function K . By integrating this equation
one gets for the shock height and the structure of the shock
u2
Xa

---

_

j

2Ap&Jo
1

k c i o 8

U ii r

T^ 5

„ (

1.5510 cm

Jo

=

g

c m -2

(6.41)
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1

(

^WD \ 3 ^ 2 ( tfwD \ ~
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, 2 d r -T ^ Z M K W
yfT(l

[ dS
2xsAp&Jo
^ T'( 1 -

3/2

w

X
(6.42)

-r)

(6.43)
t')

The structure of the shock is only a function of the pressure and density de
pendence of the cooling (i.e. the type of cooling). Pressure and density are
scaled by the specific accretion rate and the free-fall velocity. We have used
this analytic formula to calculate the structure of the shock. In this case the
accretion rate m = 0.78 g cm - 2 s _ 1 is uniform across the accretion region which
has a cylindrical shape of radius 107 cm. This corresponds to an accretion rate
of M = 4 10-

12

M 0 y r-1 . The white dwarf has a radius of 9.24 10® cm and
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a mass of 0.5 M®. The cooling occurs through brem sstrahlung. This gives
an electron num ber density at the shock of 5.9 1015 cm -3 , a tem perature of
k T = 11.8 keV and a shock height of 4.5 107 cm. The magnetic field strength
is 30 MG. We have chosen these values in order to compare the results to the
calculation of Wu (1989). In his dissertation the relevant figures are Fig. 12a
for the total intensity and Fig. 12c for the circular polarization. No figure
is presented in Wu (1989) for the linear polarization in the case of uniform
accretion. However, the qualitative behavior can be seen from Fig. 12d, which
is for an axisym metric accretion rate.
For the calculation of the spectra of accretion shocks we start out
using the Robinson &; Melrose (1984) formulae under the assumption of large
Faraday rotation and pulsation and calculating I±. In Fig. 20a we show the
average intensity. We calculate this by using the equation
I = ' £ l i6 A i / ' Z S A i

(6.44)

where U is the specific intensity of the zth ray and 8A{ is the area corresponding
to this ray. As the projected area can change depending on the viewing direc
tion we keep the area A =

over which we average constant for all viewing

directions. To get the flux observed from a distance d from the system, we only
have to m ultiply I by the solid angle Q = A/Aird2. The cyclotron emission is
optically thick at small harmonic numbers s and the intensity therefore follows
approxim ately the Rayleigh-Jeans law with I ~ s 2. Any deviation is due to
the inhomogeneity of the tem perature in the shock. The difference in intensity
for different viewing directions at the same wavelength is caused also by the
inhomogeneity of the tem perature and by a projection effect. The maximum
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intensity is reached when the emission starts to become optically thin as the
absorption coefficient decreases toward larger frequencies. In Fig. 20b we show
the resulting degree of circular polarization, while Fig. 20c shows the degree of
linear polarization. The degree of linear polarization is approxim ately zero at
small s when the radiation is essentially coming from optically thick regions.
As s increases and the shock becomes optically thin, the degree of linear po
larization rises rapidly. For 6 < 90° the linear polarization reaches a maximum
and then decreases slightly as s increases further. This effect was not pointed
out by Wu (1989) as his calculations only go up to harmonic numbers of s = 10.
Overall, a good agreement between our calculations and those of Wu (1989) is
achieved.
Next we calculate the spectrum of the accretion shock using the Stokes
formalism. But instead of using the accurate numerical opacities, we compute
/c, q and v from the analytic formulae for a± by Robinson & Melrose (1984)
using Eqs. (6.21), (6.29) and (6.30). As the condition of large Faraday rotation
and pulsation is fulfilled here, we should obtain the same result as the one in the
previous paragraph when we used the ±-formalism. However, as Eqs. (6.29)
and (6.30) are only valid approximately we cannot expect perfect agreement
between these two m ethods of calculating the spectra. Still, we find th a t the
resulting intensity and linear and circular polarization differ by less than 0.1 %
from those calculated as described in the previous paragraph. Only for 6 > 89°
does the circular polarization differ significantly, because we set the opacity v
to zero. B ut this is of no im portance as the circular polarization goes to zero
for 9 —> 90°. The good agreement is expected, as the condition of large Faraday
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F ig u re 20. Theoretical spectrum of the cyclotron emission of an AM Her
system. The solid line shows the spectrum obtained by using the accurate nu
merical opacities in the Stokes formalism. The dotted line shows the spectrum
obtained using the Stokes formalism but calculating k, q, v using the Robinson
& Melrose (1984) analytic formulae. For the cases shown in the figure, this
gives about the same results as when the transfer is solved in the ±-formalism
using the Robinson & Melrose (1984) analytic formulae, (a) average intensity
I (in erg cm -1 s-1 Hz-1 sterad-1 ) versus the harmonic number s. Curves 1, 2,
3, 4 correspond to 6 = 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° respectively. The intensity is averaged
over an area of 4 1014 cm2, (b) degree of circular polarization. The curves are
for the same angles 6 as in (a), (c) degree of linear polarization. Curves 1, 2,
3, 4 are for 6 = 90°, 89°, 88°, 87° respectively.
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pulsation and rotation (see Appendix A) is fulfilled. Any deviation between
the two com putations should be the result of the inaccuracy of the assumption
underlying the use of the Robinson k Melrose (1984) formulae for the Stokes
formalism. B ut at the tem peratures in this shock Eq. (6.28) is approximately
valid.
Finally, we perform the com putations for this shock using the correct
cyclotron opacities as calculated from Eqs. (6.8) to (6.11). As the calculation of
the opacities take up considerable com puting tim e we do not calculate k , q and
v directly from these equations at every point. Instead we calculate a table of
opacities for each used harmonic num ber and angle 8 bu t only a small num ber
of tem peratures. We use tem peratures from 0 keV to 20 keV in 0.5 keV steps
and interpolate for the tem peratures occurring in th e shock. The values of
the opacities stored in the array are given in units of uipjuicc. Therefore, these
values are independent of the num ber density of electrons and the magnetic
field. W ithin the shock itself the num ber density varies while the magnetic
field is constant. By calculating u>p/wcc at each point in the shock we can
then recover the correct opacities. We present the results of our calculations
in Figs. 20a to 20c, as well. One can see th at the dependence of the intensity
on 8 and s is about identical to when we use the Robinson k Melrose (1984)
formulae. The dependence of the linear and circular polarization is also nearly
the same. In particular, for 8 close to 90° the degree of linear polarization has a
m axim um at some harmonic number and then decreases slightly as s increases
further. This is therefore a real effect and is not caused by the use of the only
approximately correct Robinson k Melrose (1984) formulae.

However, one

can also notice differences between the two cases. As the angle 9 increases the
polarization behaves less smoothly. Particularly at 9 close to 90° there are some
harmonic numbers when the degree of linear and circular polarization is not
zero as expected when the total intensity follows approximately the RayleighJeans law. This is an effect of the strong harmonic structure of the opacities at
small s and low tem perature. At the top of the shock, where the tem perature is
maximal, the opacity k, does not have a strong harmonic structure, k is large,
this region of the shock is optically thick and light is unpolarized. Because
the tem perature there is maximal m ost of the light is coming from this region,
overall the intensity is in the Rayleigh-Jeans region and light is unpolarized.
However, at an angle close to 90° the observer also can look into regions where
the tem perature is smaller (at the bottom of the shock the tem perature is
approxim ately zero). There k has a strong harmonic structure and in between
the peaks the radiation is optically thin.

This light therefore is polarized.

Though it does not contribute much to the overall radiation because of the
lower tem perature, it is sufficient to cause a degree of linear polarization of a
few percent.

6.4

3D effects in an extended polar cap
In many calculations of the cyclotron emission the calculations are

simplified by regarding the emission region as a two-dimensional region and
the length of the ray through the shock is assumed to be constant or it is
calculated from trigonometric considerations. An example of the former are the
calculations of Piirola et al. (1993), while the latter was done by Chanmugam
&; Frank (1987) and Frank & Chanmugam (1990). However, both kinds of
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calculations miss an im portant effect, which results in an underestim ate of the
em itted radiation. We will describe this effect in the following.
As we pointed out in the introduction to this chapter, polarization
has only been observed in two interm ediate polars so far (and one of those
only two years ago). This could mean th a t these systems have weak magnetic
fields in comparison to AM Her systems. Nevertheless, an evolution from IPs
to AM Her systems has been suggested, and this would require th a t IPs have
magnetic fields of about the same m agnitude as AM Hers (Chanmugam &
Ray 1984; King et al. 1985). Therefore, it has been suggested th a t the lack
of observed polarized radiation from IPs may mean th a t the polarization is
not observed only because of dilution effects. The x-ray emission from IPs
shows th a t accretion in these systems m ust occur onto extended regions. As
the magnetic field across such regions cannot be regarded as homogeneous
anymore, this may be a possible source of dilution of the polarized radiation.
This was the motivation of the calculations by Chanmugam & Frank (1987)
who com puted the emission from an extended polar cap in order to investigate
the effect of the dipole field on the observed degree of polarization.
In Fig. 21 we show the basic geometry of a polar cap. The polar cap
extends in latitude by <5max. In the calculations by Chanm ugam & Frank (1987),
the shock height was considered small in comparison to the radius of the white
dwarf. Therefore the height dependence of the dipole field was neglected and
the dipole field was given as B = (B0/ 2)( 3 sin 6 cos 8 sin <f>, 3 sin 6 cos 6 cos <f>,
3 cos2 6 — 1). They proceeded by calculating the em itted intensity of all rays
which originated from the emission region on the surface of the white dwarf.
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max

Figure 21: Geometry of a polar cap. It has an extend in latitude of 6n
We repeat their calculations and show the resulting flux and polarization as a
function of inclination for two different polar caps, one with a maximal extent
of <5max = 60° (Fig. 22a) and the other with dmax = 10° (Fig. 22b). The polar
cap has k T = 20 keV, N = 1015 cm -3, B 0 = 7.5 106 G and a height of 107
cm (the radius of the white dwarf is 5 108 cm). The transfer is solved at a
wavelength of 7500 A, which corresponds to a harmonic number of s = 19, and
one can consider the shock to be optically thin to cyclotron radiation. While
we usually store the input d ata on a cartesian grid, we use here a grid based on
a spherical coordiate system to store the input data. This requires only minor
changes in the program.
Figure 23 shows the geometry at a large inclination. As one can see
the path length of a ray which passes through the shock just above the surface
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F ig u r e 22. Cyclotron emission from an extended polar cap where radiation
originates from the surface of the star and where all rays have been included,
(a) for <5max = 60° and (b) for <5max = 10°. For the case th a t only rays origi
nating from the surface of the star are included, we give the average intensity
(long dashed), the degree of circular polarization (dash dot dot dotted) and
the degree of linear polarization (dash dotted). For the case th a t all rays are
included, we give the average intensity (solid), the degree of circular polariza
tion (dashed) and the degree of linear polarization (dotted). The intensity is
averaged over an area of 1018 cm2

of the white dwarf is twice as long as th a t of a ray an infinitesimal distance
lower, as this latter ray is stopped by the surface of the white dwarf. In the case
of optically thin radiation, the em itted intensity of the former ray is then twice
as high as th a t of the latter ray. Therefore it is im portant to also include those
rays in the calculation which do not directly originate from the surface of the
white dwarf but only skip through the shock just above the surface. W hen the
rays pass over the magnetic pole of the white dwarf, it is particularly im portant
to include these rays. The cyclotron opacity is largest when the magnetic field
is perpendicular to the line of sight and the rays passing just above the surface
of the white dwarf will therefore carry most of the energy. We illustrate this
in Figs. 24a and b, which show the spatially resolved emission of the polar cap
for <5max = 60° when 8 = 90°. In Fig. 24a we do not include rays th a t only skip
through the shock w ithout hitting the white dwarf surface, while these rays
are included in Fig. 24b. One can see th at most of the radiation is coming
from a small strip along the edge of the white dwarf rim , as it is in this strip
where the inclination between the magnetic field and the line of sight is largest.
Furtherm ore, one can see by comparing Figs. 24a and b, which are to the same
scale, th at a large fraction of the emission is missed in Fig. 24a.
The new spectra, th a t include all rays, are also shown in Figs. 22a
and b, so th a t they can be compared easily to the spectra th a t do not include
all rays. W hile these two spectra are essentially identical for small 6, differences
occur for 9 —> 90°. At large inclinations, the effect of including the correct path
length on the rim is to increase the intensity, decrease the circular polarization
and increase the linear polarization. This is most easily understood by looking
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F ig u r e 23. Rays em itted from an extended 3-dimensional polar cap. The
thick line represents the surface of the white dwarf, and th e th in line marks
the upper edge of the shock. The ray A is em itted from the surface of the white
dwarf, while the ray B is a small distance above ray A and does not touch the
w hite dwarf surface. If the distance between ray A and B is infinitesimally
small the intensity of ray B will be twice th a t of ray A (if the emission region
is optically thin)
at the extrem e case of 6 = 90°. As we saw by comparing Figs. 24a and b more
radiation is originating from the rim of the white dwarf if all rays are included
than if only rays coming from the surface of the white dwarf are included
(about a factor 2.5 more for <5max = 60°). B ut at the rim the magnetic field
is perpendicular to the line of sight and the light from this region is linearly
polarized. This explains the increase of linear polarization (by a factor of ~ 2
for Smax = 60°) and the decrease of circular polarization (by ~ 10 %).
6.5

T h e in te r m e d ia te p o la r R E 0 7 5 1 + 1 4
As we mentioned in the introduction, Piirola et al. (1993) estim ated

th a t RE 0751 + 14 has a magnetic field of 8-18 MG. They obtained this result
by multiplying the maximum intensity with the observed degree of polarization
and plotting this against the frequency. They then fitted the Wickramasinghe
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a

b

F ig u re 24. Images of the emission region of an extended polar cap with
L , v = 60°. In (a) only rays from the surface are included, while in (b) all rays
have been included. Both images are on the same linear grey scale
h Meggitt (1985) cyclotron emission model to this plot. The intensity from
any cyclotron source has a m axim um at the wavelength where the system has
the transition from being optically thin to being optically thick. The wave
length where this m axim um occurs is sensitive to the param eters (particularly
the magnetic field strength) th a t describe the shock region. Unfortunately, the
m aximum is at longer wavelengths than observed, and one can only fit the
light curve at wavelengths where the system is optically thin. In addition to
obtaining an estim ate of the magnetic field strength Piirola et al. (1993) also
fitted the observed light curve by using the extended ribbon model by Wickramasinghe et al. (1991) and using a radial magnetic field. In the extended
ribbon model the accretion does not occur directly onto the magnetic pole but
instead onto ribbon-like regions on the white dwarf. We show the geometric

structure of the model in Fig. 25. Two accretion poles are located at mean
m agnetic colatitudes of /?i = 45° and /?2 = 125°. Each pole has an extent of 40°
in latitude and has a w idth of 30°. The intensity from each pole is weighted
by a factor. A weighting factor of 0.5 is used for the upper pole, while a factor
of 1.0 is used for the lower pole. This implies th a t the accretion rates onto
the two poles are not identical. Instead more m atter accretes onto the lower
pole. There are various ways by which the sym m etry can be broken. One is
th a t the accretion disk, which feeds the accretion streams onto the poles is not
axisym metric. The difference in weighting factors for the two poles is necessary
as the ribbon model cannot reproduce the light curve otherwise. The magnetic
field at the poles is assumed to be radial. The system is seen at an inclination
of 60°. The basic features of the light curves as calculated by Piirola et al.
(1993) m atched the observations.
In the following, we reproduce the light curve of RE 0751+14 using
our code. As in the case of extended polar caps we store the input d ata on a
spherical grid. We use an isotherm al shock of k T = 20 keV and a magnetic
field of B = 10 MG. The height of the shock is 107 cm with a radius of the
white dwarf of 109 cm. We choose an electron num ber density of ~ 1014 cm -3
such th a t the plasm a param eter is A = 106. As in the calculations of the
radiation from AM Her systems we tabulate the exact opacities k, q and v but
this tim e we interpolate for the angle 6. In these calculations we also include
the free-free opacity in addition to the cyclotron opacity. This was also done in
the models on which the work by Piirola et al. (1993) is based. The free-free
opacity is given by (W ickramasinghe & Meggitt 1985; there is a m isprint in
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F ig u re 25. The model used to calculate the light curve of RE 0751 + 14. W hen
the accretion pole is hidden from the view its region is dotted. The upper pole
produces positive circular polarization while the lower pole produces negative
circular polarization
their expression for vr )
2s4 + 2s2 —3s2 sin2 t
± J ^ ± ( S ') 2 *
2(s2 - l ) 2
\ UJ J c
sin2 0(1 —3s2) / tjjp
'—
c
2(s2 - l ) 2 U
U ff

Vft

=

(6.45)
(6.46)
(6.47)

0
2s3 cos 6 ( u>p \ 2 vc
(s2 — l ) 2 V U) J c

(6.48)

where the collision frequency is approximately
uc = 3.63N T ~ 3/2 ln(2.95 10n T / u )

(6.49)

w ith all quantities in cgs units. The total opacities are obtained by adding
the cyclotron and the free-free opacities. In Fig. 26 we show our results. Like
Piirola et al.

(1993) we can reproduce the main observed features.

These
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include the asym m etry of the light curve and the presence of both positive and
negative circular polarization during extended times. Furtherm ore, the peak
in the intensity occurs just before the sign of the circular polarization changes
from — to ■+, and the peak in the linear polarization occurs just during this
sign change. The position angle varies smoothly between values less than 180°
apart.
Finally, one can try to fit the modeled m axim um intensity to the
observed m axim um intensity.

However, the observed light is a m ixture of

light from the white dwarf, the secondary, a possible accretion disk, and the
cyclotron radiation which one actually models. To make a fit one therefore has
to first extract the cyclotron part of the light from the observed light curve.
As only this light is polarized one can get it by using the observed degree of
circular polarization. Piirola et al. (1993) do this by m ultiplying the observed
m axim um flux Fw by the observed maximum degree of circular polarization Pc
at each observed frequency uj. However, they thereby do not take into account
th a t the cyclotron radiation from the system is not completely polarized and
th a t its degree of polarization may vary with frequency. To actually get the
cyclotron radiation one still needs to divide PcFu by the calculated maximum
degree of circular polarization Pcmod of the model. Then one can fit the model
light curve F™od to the quantity PcFw/ P cmod. Alternatively one can fit PCFW
to Pcmodpm°d. We adopt the latter approach because we have to extract the
observed quantity PCFWfrom Fig. 3 of Piirola et al. (1993). In Fig. 27 we show
our results. There we also show the results when we do not consider Pcmod the
way we described it above. As the degree of circular polarization for the three
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F ig u re 26. Modeled light curve of RE 0751+14 over one period. The different
figures give (a) the intensity, (b) the degree of circular polarization, (c) the
position angle, (d) the linear polarization. In each figure the dashed curve is
from the upper pole, the dash dotted curve is from the lower pole and the solid
curve is the combined light curve of both poles

wavelengths is nearly constant the two curves are almost identical. However, it
will be im portant to include the polarization of the model when observations
near the peak intensity are available, as the circular polarization drops sharply
near this peak. We use models with k T = 20 keV and k T = 10 keV. In both
cases we calculate the spectra for magnetic fields of B = 5, 10 and 15 MG.
One can see th a t at k T = 20 keV we can set firm limits on the magnetic field
strength. We get 5 < B < 15 MG. For k T = 10 keV we get 5 < B < 15 MG
as the B = 15 MG is still marginally possible considering the size of the error
bars. In the case of B = 5 MG the free-free opacity is larger than the cyclotron
opacity at these wavelengths. As k,r « (o>p/u;)2(z/c/c) for s

1, which is the

case here, the frequency dependence of kr is much smaller than th a t of the
cyclotron opacity and we obtain a spectrum th a t is too flat in comparison to
the observed one. Overall we therefore conclude from our calculations th a t the
magnetic field in RE 0751+14 is about 10 MG or larger. This has im portant
implications for fundam ental questions regarding the distribution of magnetic
fields in magnetic CVs and the evolution of magnetic CVs.
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F ig u re 27. Fit of the model to the observed m axim um circularly polarized
flux. The observed data points are extracted from Fig. 3 of Piirola et al. (1993)
and correspond to the I, the R band and the V band (from left to right). The
flux is F = PCFW. The thin curves correspond to the modeled flux F = F mod
while the thick curves correspond to the flux F = p™odF™od. All curves have
been normalized to the observed flux in the I band. The frequency is given in
term s of the harmonic num ber s with a magnetic field of 10 MG. In the upper
figure we have k T = 20 keV and in the lower figure we have k T = 10 keV.
In both figures we have magnetic field strengths of 5 MG (dashed), 10 MG
(solid), 15 MG (dotted)

CHAPTER 7

NLTE RADIATIVE TRANSFER
7.1

Introduction
In the case of non-local therm al equilibrium (NLTE), the source func

tion, on which the radiation field depends, is itself a function of the radiation
field.

The transfer equation then becomes an integral-differential equation.

The calculation of the source function then becomes very difficult. To solve
this problem, one generally resorts to iterative methods, since the size of the
problem can easily prohibit the storage of all the relevant quantities. The clas
sical m ethod is the A-iteration (Mihalas 1978). However, the convergence rate
can be slow in interesting problems. For th a t reason, different ways of acceler
ating the convergence have been developed. O perator splitting was first used
by Cannon (1973a, b) for radiative transfer problems. It was then further de
veloped by, among others, Scharmer (1981) and Werner & Husfeld (1985), the
latter introducing the term accelerated A-iteration (ALI). Klein et al. (1989)
proposed a new double-splitting m ethod to get a faster convergence. Recently,
Turek (1993) proposed a conjugate gradient-like m ethod to obtain the source
function, and Turek &; Wehrse (1993) applied it to astrophysical problems.
In this chapter we proceed as follows. First we give a short description
of the theory of radiative transfer and acceleration methods as far as it is
necessary here. To solve the NLTE problem we have developed a program
based on the so-called short characteristic m ethod, which we have adapted to
89
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the M asPar MP-1, and we give a description of this m ethod together with a
discussion of the tim ing of the necessary com putations. Then we apply this
program to two cases. The first involves the situation of Dirichlet boundary
conditions, in which the radiation entering the com putational domain is known.
In the second case we have periodic boundary conditions in two dimensions
and Dirichlet boundary conditions in th e third dimension. This situation is
im portant for calculations, which take the 3D structure of stellar atmospheres
into account. For both cases we discuss the convergence properties of different
acceleration methods.

7.2

R adiative transfer
To calculate the spectrum of an object in three dimensions, one must

solve the radiative transfer equation (Mihalas 1978)
n V /„ (r, ft) = (d /d s )I v(r, ft) = x „(r, n )( S v{r, ft) - I v(r, ft))

(7.1)

where x is the opacity, S is the source function, I is the specific intensity, and
no tim e dependence is considered. The vector ft gives the direction of the ray,
v is the frequency, and r gives the position. The param eter s is the length
along the ray propagating in the direction ft. The transfer equation can easily
be integrated along the line of sight, and thus one obtains the formal solution
h(s)

=

/„(0 )ex p (-T „(s)) + /

M s) = Jof xAs')ds'

Jo

d r ' S v {t ' v ) e xp (j l — r„(s))

(7.2)

( 7 -3 )

where r is the optical depth along the line of sight. In stellar atmospheres the
radius is normally the only spatial variable, and one needs to consider only one
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angle for the vector n. However, if the object has no spherical symmetry, all
quantities depend in general on three spatial variables, and n is a function of
two angles. As the opacity is normally also frequency dependent, the specific
intensity becomes a function of six variables.
For a two-level atom in statistical equilibrium, the source function
can be w ritten as
S = ( l - e ) J + eB

(7.4)

where B is the Planck function, J is the mean intensity, and e is the thermalization param eter. The latter represents the probability th a t a photon is
absorbed and therefore converted into therm al energy. The mean intensity for
the two-level atom becomes
J = (1/4tt)

/ J
dfl,

.

(7.5)

The function $ is the absorption profile. Clearly the source function is not only
dependent on local quantities when e < 1, but also depends on the radiation
field, which the transfer equation makes a strongly non-local quantity. The
specific intensity and therefore J depend on the source function, and one can
write J = A [5] where the A-operator (in the case of the two-level atom a linear
operator) is acting on S. After discretization of the problem onto a spatial grid,
one obtains a system oflinear equations J = A S where A is now a m atrix. In
principle, one can directly solve for the source function by m atrix inversion

s

=

[1

-

(1

- e)A}~l eB

(7.6)

where 1 is the unity m atrix. However, if one has a three-dimensional grid
with 64 points in each dimension, the A-matrix has about 6.9 lO10 elements.
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Such a m atrix cannot be stored on present machines, and an inversion becomes
impossible. The problem has to be solved iteratively. The source function of
the ( i+ l) th iteration derives from the ith source function by
S i+1 = (1 - e)ASi + eB .

(7.7)

This is the classical A-iteration.
As we already pointed out above, the convergence can be acceler
ated significantly with the ALI method. It is now in common use and has
been reviewed by several authors in recent years (Kalkofen 1987; Rybicki 1991;
Hubeny 1992). One writes A = A* + (A — A*), where A* is an approximation
to the true A-operator. The iteration scheme can then be w ritten as
5 ,+1 - S* = [1 - (1 - e)A*]~1(5 FS - S*)

(7.8)

where S'FS is the source function obtained through a classical A-iteration from
S %. This is essentially a Jacobi or block Jacobi iteration depending on the
form of the approximate operator (Stoer & Bulirsch 1990). When one uses
the diagonal of the A-operator, the above m atrix inversion becomes a simple
division. At large optical depths A —►1, and when t < 1 the approximate
operator acts as a large amplification factor. Hamann (1985) and Werner &
Husfeld (1985) were the first to interpret the operator splitting th at way.
Now arises the question of how to construct the approximate operator.
There have been a number of proposals, and we refer to the review articles for
references. However, it was Olson et al. (1986) who showed m athem atically
th a t a nearly optim al operator is simply the diagonal of the A-matrix. One
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can find the diagonal by the definition of the A-matrix th a t
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(7.9)

/

The ith column of the A-matrix is therefore the mean intensity, if the source
function is zero at all gridpoints except at the ith position, where it is one.
One can therefore use any m ethod th a t gives the mean intensity to calculate
the A-matrix as well. The mean intensity at the grid point i is the ith diagonal
element of A.
As Olson & Kunasz (1987) already pointed out, a diagonal A* is a
local operator as it does not couple different spatial points. Using this local
operator has many advantages computationally, as it requires few calculations
(no m atrix inversion has to be performed) and little memory space, and as it
nevertheless performs well in many cases (MacFarlane 1992). However, in the
optically thin areas the radiation field is highly non-local, and therefore the offdiagonal elements of the A-matrix are no longer negligible in comparison to the
diagonal elements. Therefore, one can expect to improve the convergence by
including off-diagonal elements in A*, which then becomes a non-local operator
including spatial coupling. However, what was a simple division in Eq. (7.8)
in the case of a diagonal A* has now become a m atrix inversion. In the one
dimensional case, including the nearest neighbors results in a tridiagonal m atrix
(Olson & Kunasz 1987; W erner 1989). In the two-dimensional case, one obtains
a m atrix with nine non-zero elements per row, which was used by Steiner
(1990). But in the 3D case, a m atrix inversion becomes quite difficult as we
get twenty-seven non-zero elements per row with many zero elements between
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non-zero ones in each row. W hen we therefore include off-diagonal elements,
we will solve Eq. (7.8) not by directly inverting the m atrix, but by solving the
corresponding linear system of equations iteratively using the Jacobi method.
W hen we have some approxim ation S' for the source function, then the j t h
step of this iteration can be w ritten as
p + i = p + [ ! _ ( ! _ e)AD]-1 {(1 - e)A *p + b - x j }
where

(7.10)

— S', b = S FS — S', and S FS is the source function we obtain

from S' using a classical A-iteration. The m atrix A* is an approxim ation to
the A-matrix th a t includes off-diagonal elements, and AD is the diagonal of the
A-matrix. While we avoid the complicated m atrix inversion, we need to make
several iteration steps before we get the vector x with a sufficient accuracy. But
as the elements of the diagonal of the A-matrix are always the largest elements
per row and column, we can expect to get a sufficiently accurate solution quite
rapidly, especially when we use AD to get a good initial estim ate for the vector
x.
There are additional ways of accelerating the convergence. We test
the Ng m ethod (Ng 1974) th a t was first introduced by Buchler & Auer (1985)
for radiative transfer problems. Furtherm ore, we use the orthom in m ethod
(Vinsome 1976), which was first applied by Klein et al. (1989) to radiative
transfer problems. Both can be combined with the ALI m ethod. In addition
to the descriptions of these m ethods in the above-mentioned papers, they have
been discussed and compared by Auer (1991), and we therefore will not give
a detailed description here. The essential idea behind both methods is to use
several previously calculated source functions in order to estim ate the correct
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source function. The Ng m ethod gets the new estim ate by minimizing the
residual directly, while the orthom in m ethod minimizes the residual w ith re
spect to a set of conjugate vectors. In comparison, the ALI m ethod uses the
previously calculated source function and calculates the next source function
by a different m atrix m ultiplication. The ALI m ethod therefore represents a
different concept from the Ng or orthom in acceleration. The free param eter
in these acceleration methods is the num ber of previously calculated source
functions. Here we use three residuals for the Ng m ethod and two conjugate
vectors for the orthom in m ethod.
Finally, we test the m ulti-grid m ethod as first introduced to radiative
transfer problems by Steiner (1991).

Again we will not go into the details

here, as they can all be found in depth in his paper, and as there exists a
vast literature on this subject (e.g. Hackbusch 1985), but we will describe
the general idea of this m ethod.

W hen one has some approxim ation to a

linear equation on a grid of a certain coarseness, then this approxim ation will
have deviations from the exact solution on this grid. There will be variations
over the scale of the separation of the grid points (short-period errors) and
variations over the entire mesh (long-period errors).

Acceleration methods

th a t try to minimize the residual of a linear equation can only reduce the
short-period errors efficiently, not the long-period errors. The idea of m ulti
grid methods is to introduce grids of varying coarseness. On the coarse grids,
the large scale variations of the error can be minimized; and on the fine grids,
the small-scale variations can be reduced. To get grid quantities from fine grids
to coarser grids, one applies a restriction, which we do here by averaging the
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quantities. The reverse process from the coarse grid to the fine grid is called
the prolongation, for which we use linear interpolation. On the coarsest grid
one solves the so-called coarse grid equation, which has the same structure as
Eq.

(7.7) for the linear A-operator. To do this we make four steps of the

ALI m ethod with a local operator. There exists a vast num ber of different
algorithms on how best to combine the use of grids of varying coarseness. We
adopt here the algorithm as described by Steiner (1991).

7.3
7.3.1

Solution of the NLTE radiative transfer problem on th e M asPar
Short characteristics
W hen the therm alization param eter is much smaller than one, the

source function depends strongly on the radiation field, and we have to use Eqs.
(7.7) or (7.8) to get the source function by iteration. After each step we need to
calculate the specific intensities for all direction vectors n and frequencies v on
all the grid points. As was pointed out by Castor et al. (1991), we potentially
need a very large num ber N« of vectors n for 3D cases to adequately resolve the
integrand of Eq. (7.5). Additionally, a large number N„ of frequency points
can be required when velocities become im portant due to the Doppler shift
(Adam 1990). Therefore, the calculation of the mean intensity will be the most
time-consuming part of 3D radiative transfer calculations, and we need a fast
numerical m ethod to get the specific intensities on the grid points. If one works
on a SIMD machine, one m ust have a numerical m ethod th a t uses the PE grid
optimally, i.e., most or all processors are active at any given time. This implies
th a t all the information needed by any processor is located on or near to th at
processor. Otherwise, communication may take up an unreasonable am ount of
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tim e in comparison to actual numerical calculations. B ut the radiation field is
intrinsically a non-local quantity through the radiative transfer equation, and
therefore the problem of solving this equation is not ideally suited for parallel
machines.

In the following, we describe a m ethod with which the transfer

equation can nevertheless be solved efficiently on a SIMD machine.
A fast m ethod to obtain the specific intensities on a cartesian grid are
the short characteristics as described by Kunasz & Auer (1988) for the twodimensional case, but the concept easily generalizes to three dimensions. In
Fig. 28 we show one x-y layer of a 3D cartesian grid and the short characteristic
for point p. This is simply the characteristic of the transfer equation in this
cell of the grid. If r is the optical depth along this characteristic, then the
specific intensity Ip at the point p is
I P = / P» e x p (-r) + / dr' S{ t ') e x p (r/ — r )
Jo

(7.11)

where I pt is the specific intensity at the point p', from which the short charac
teristic starts. In order to calculate the integral, one has to decide on the way
to interpolate the source function along the short characteristic. We choose
linear interpolation here. Furtherm ore, we have to get Ip>by interpolating the
specific intensities from neighboring points. In the simplest case of linear inter
polation, these are in Fig. 28 the points k, 1, A and //. Because these intensities
have to be known first before Ipi can be calculated, we have to go through the
grid cell by cell in order to get the intensities at the grid points. It is hereby
assumed, th a t the radiation coming into the grid is known, i.e., th a t we have
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
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F ig u re 28. x-y layer of the 3D cartesian grid showing a short characteristic
for point p
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W hen one works on the MP-1 with its two-dimensional P E grid, a
useful way of storing the d ata of the cartesian grid with its Nx x Nj, x Nz points
is to m ap the x-y axis of the input grid onto the PE grid and to identify the
z axis with the memory of the PEs. Then, ideally, all the specific intensities
of one x-y layer should be calculated in one step, and in the following we will
investigate whether this is possible. First we have to calculate the integral of
Eq. (7.11) at every point of a x-y layer. As all the data needed to calculate the
integral at some point are stored on or nearby the processor th a t corresponds
to th a t point, we can indeed calculate this integral simultaneously at every
point of the x-y layer. Necessary d ata transfer can be done using the X-Net
and is therefore fast. Now we have to get the specific intensity at the start
of every short characteristic. But as we pointed out above, this leads to a
stepping through the input grid, and essentially only one processor is active
at a time. To get a more optim al use of the PEs, we require the points of
the cartesian input grid to be equidistant in the x and y dimension (the total
dimensions of the x and y axis still do not need to be identical). Then all
short characteristics in one x-y layer start from the same side. Therefore, the
geometrical data needed to characterize them scale as N*j x Nz instead of as
NfjX N^x Nvx Nz. Furtherm ore, in the case th a t the short characteristics in
one x-y layer start from the x-y layer below, where the specific intensities have
already been calculated, we can get the specific intensities in the current x-y
layer in one step. If the short characteristics start from the x-z side or the y-z
side, we need to sweep through the x-y layer in Ny —1 or N* —1 steps, and N*
or Ny PEs respectively are active at a time.
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As we saw in the previous paragraph, we do not have an optim al use
of the P E grid when we have to sweep through the x-y layer to get the specific
intensities at the grid points. We can get around this problem by viewing the
intensities in one x-y layer as the solution to a system of linear equations. The
specific intensity at the point p can be w ritten as a linear combination of the
weighted specific intensities at the points k, 1, A and fi plus a constant which
corresponds to the integral of Eq. (7.11). As the intensities at the points A and
// are already known, we can simply write Jp as a linear com bination of 1k and
I\ and a constant, which contains now the integral and the weighted intensities
from the neighboring x-y layer. This rewriting can be done for every point of
the current x-y layer. If we use a higher order to interpolate intensities, we
simply get more complicated linear equations for the grid points. Overall we
can write these linear relations as
A I = Jo

(7.12)

where Jo is a constant vector, and I contains the specific intensities. This
vector is unknown prior to the solution of this linear equation except for the
components th a t correspond to points on the boundary in the case of Dirichlet
boundary conditions. For the above m atrix we have A = 1 — W , where W is
the m atrix containing as its elements the weights, which also include the factor
exp(—r ) , and these elements are therefore much smaller than one at large
optical depths between grid points. It is obvious th a t the diagonal of W is zero
and th a t all elements of W are at most one and not negative. Furthermore,
there always exists a way to num ber the grid points such th a t W becomes a
lower triangular m atrix, and the solution to the above algebraic system can
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be obtained by forward substitution.

B ut we can also solve this equation

iteratively by writing
P +1 = W P + I 0

(7.13)

where i counts the iterations. Using the Jacobi iteration instead of this simple
iteration scheme does not make a difference, as the diagonal of A is the unity
m atrix.

The advantage on a SIMD machine is th at we can have Nx x Ny

active processors instead of only Nx or Ny when sweeping through the grid.
Furtherm ore, because of the special form of W as a lower triangular m atrix,
we know th a t we get the exact solution after Nx — 1 or Ny — 1 iterations.
Even further, we can drop the requirem ent of having equidistant spacing in
the x and y direction and still have the exact solution in max(Nx,N^) — 1
iterations, as it takes only th a t many steps to transfer the information from
any point on the boundary to any grid point th a t can be influenced by the
conditions at the boundary point. However, more memory space and more
arithm etic calculations are then needed, and therefore we keep the grid points
equidistant in x and y. B ut the main advantage of using this iteration is the
possibility th a t much fewer steps are required to obtain sufficient accuracy
when the elements of W are small. This is the case when the optical depth
between grid points is large because of the factor exp(—r). The vector n also
influences the elements of W through the weights of the interpolation. But
most im portant is the dependence on the angle 6 between n and the x-y layer.
By comparing the intensities obtained by sweeping and by iteration, we find
th a t the iteration has converged when (7,+1 — P ) / I i+1 < 10-6 . Figure 29
shows the required steps until convergence as a function of optical depth A t
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F ig u re 29. Number of steps needed for convergence to get specific intensities
in one x-y layer for Dirichlet (solid) and periodic boundary conditions (dotted)
as a function of the optical depth between grid points for different angles 6.
From top to bottom 9 — 0°, 5°, 15°, 25°, 35°
0.01

between neighboring grid points for different angles 6. The x-component of n
is zero, and an isotropic grid with Nx = Ny = 64 points is used. The source
function is set to one everywhere. As expected, the convergence is fastest for
large 6. For angles larger than « 10° the num ber of iterations is less than
max(Nx,N y) — 1. Furtherm ore, the num ber of iterations decreases strongly
when the optical depth between neighboring points approaches one, and for
depths larger than four we can calculate the specific intensities in a x-y layer
in one step instead of in Nx or Ny steps.
This iterative solution turns out to be even more useful when we have
periodic boundary conditions in x and y. In this case, the specific intensities at
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the side x = x r

are equal to the specific intensities at the side x = x max. The

same is the case for the y-axis, and there are Dirichlet boundary conditions
only for rays coming from the top or the bottom of the grid. Such boundary
conditions can be im portant when investigating radiative transfer in stellar
atmospheres with inhomogeneities through convection (Nordlund 1991; Steffen
1991) or magnetic fields (Kalkofen et al. 1989). In 2D calculations, in which
there are periodic boundary conditions only along one axis, it is possible to
calculate the specific intensity at the boundary analytically when using the
short characteristic method (Steiner 1990). However, in the 3D case we have
for every x-y layer Nx + Ny—1 unknown specific intensities at the boundary. We
can express these intensities by an algebraic equation similar to Eq. (7.12), but
with a lower dimension as we have Nx + Ny — 1 fewer independent intensities.
It follows th a t the m atrix A is no longer triangular and the equation cannot
be solved by forward substitution.

Therefore, when we solve it iteratively,

we cannot expect to find the correct solution after at most m ax(Nx, Ny) — 1
steps, as in the case with Dirichlet boundary conditions. On a SIMD machine
one can solve this problem iteratively using again Eq. (7.13) and resetting
the periodic boundary conditions after each iteration. As in the case with
Dirichlet boundary conditions, we show in Fig. 29 the number of steps required
to achieve convergence for different angles 6 as a function of the optical depth
between neighboring grid points. The num ber of required iterations diverges for
6 —> 0 and A

t

—> 0. This is not surprising, as there is no m atter and therefore

no radiation along the line of sight in this case, but the source function is set
to one nevertheless. In order to achieve convergence in less than 128 steps on
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this grid, the angle 9 m ust be greater than 5°. In a realistic application one
can generally fulfill such a restriction.
We now have to discuss how we construct the approximation to the
A-matrix for the ALI m ethod. This is done equivalently to Kunasz & Olson
(1988). When we want to construct the diagonal element of A at point p for
example (see Fig. 28), we set the source functions to zero at all gridpoints
except at the point p, where it is set to one. If we use only linear interpolation
for the source function, the intensity at point p' is zero, and we get the exact
element App by only calculating the integral of Eq.

(7.11).

Therefore, we

can calculate the diagonal of A for all points in one x-y layer simultaneously.
However, when we want to construct for example Apk, we have to set the source
function to one at point k and zero at all others. Then the intensity I v>is not
zero. In order to use the processors optimally, we will set 7P<to zero. Therefore,
we underestim ate the values of the off-diagonal elements. B ut we can expect
this error to be small, especially in the optically thick areas, where the ALI
m ethod is most useful.
Finally we have to address the problem of when the iterative scheme
has converged to a solution and with what approximation to best start the
iteration. As was shown by Olson et al. (1986) and pointed out by Auer (1991)
as well, an upper bound of the convergence rate of the classical A-iteration is
given by 1 — e. Therefore, the solution has converged when A S / S <C e where
A S is the difference between two source functions obtained by a A-iteration.
To get a reasonably good guess for the initial source function, we have
to estim ate the mean intensity. We can say th a t J « (1 —pe)S where pe is the
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escape probability of photons. This probability is given by (Mihalas, 1978)
p e — (l / 47r)

J

dudttexp(Tv(n))

(7-14)

when the effects of scattering are ignored. The optical depth r„(n) can be
calculated using short characteristics.

7.3.2

T im ing
Because the calculations are done simultaneously on many processors,

one can expect a significantly different scaling for this code than when the
same calculations are done on a conventional scalar or vector machine. This is
indeed the case. While the tim ing on a conventional scalar machine scales as the
num ber of grid points Nx x Ny x N*, the calculation on a SIMD machine scales as
N* when the processors are used optim ally (at least when numerical methods
comparable to ours are used). From this we can see the potential power of
parallel machines, as we can increase the num ber of grid points in x and y
arbitrarily w ithout increasing the computing tim e, as long as there are sufficient
processors and as long as the processors are used optimally. We therefore have
to discuss the tim ing of the numerical methods th a t we use here in some depth,
in order to compare the efficiency of performing the calculation on this SIMD
machine with the efficiency when done on a conventional computer. In the
following, we will assume th a t the num ber of points on the x and y axis of the
input grid is at most the num ber of PEs of the x and y axis of the PE grid. If
this is not the case, then the calculations have to be repeated for all the virtual
layers, which we described in Sect. 2.
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The m ost time-consuming part of getting the source function in the
case of NLTE is the com putation of th e mean intensity, because it consists
of solving transfer equation for many angles and frequencies, and it has to be
repeated for every iteration. We therefore discuss this first. The total tim ing for
it using short characteristics on the MP-1 scales linearly with

and N„. We

can obtain the tim ing for the calculation of the specific intensities for a given
ft and v in the following way. We first have to calculate the integral of Eq.
(7.11), for which we need A(NZ-1) seconds, where the constant is A ss 1.0 ms.
To calculate the final specific intensities by sweeping one either needs -E?(NZ1) seconds, if all short characteristics start at a x-y layer, or 2?'(Nj,-l)(Nz1), if they start from a x-z layer, or i?'(N x-l)(N z-l) seconds, if they start
from a y-z layer.

For the constant B we obtain B « B ' k , 0.25 ms (for

periodic boundary conditions B ' « 0.45 ms).

Of course it is also possible

th a t the short characteristics start from different sides in different x-y layers,
if the grid is not equidistant along the

2 -axis.

B ut we are interested here in

how long a calculation takes on average, and we therefore assume th a t we
have many different viewing directions and a grid with equidistant spacing in
all dimensions. The tim e needed to calculate the mean intensity becomes
T = N„N*{A + ^ [ B + B ( N X - 1) + J3(Ny - 1)]}(NZ - 1) .

(7.15)

To simplify the discussion we will assume from now on th at we have a grid of
N points in each direction with N^> 1. Table 5 lists how the com puting time
scales for different tasks. For large N the tim e scales as N2 for the sweeps.
W hen calculating the specific intensities iteratively, the tim ing depends on the
average iteration steps N necessary to get convergence. As discussed before,
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Table 5. Scaling of the com puting tim e for the different calculations on an
isotropic cartesian grid of N3 grid points. The constants are A « 1.0 ms and
B fa 0.25 ms. For details see text
Calculation

Computing tim e

Mean intensity by sweeping

=
«
=
a
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Mean intensity by iteration
ALI, Ng, orthom in
Multi-grid m ethod: To oc N3

To oc N2

T0 oc N

N„Nn-{AN + | B N 2}
N„NtffjBN2
N„Na{y4 + §BN}N
N
2.5 To
for n = 2
for n = 3
2.5 To
2.5 To
for n = 4
3.0 To
for n = 2
for n = 3
3.25 To
3.375 T0 for n = 4
4.0 To
for n = 2
5.5 T0
for n = 3
for n = 4
7.0 To

this is at most N in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, while it can be
larger for periodic boundary conditions. However, in the most optim al case
N = 1, and the computing tim e scales as N.
After we have calculated the mean intensity, we have to get the source
function iteratively. To accelerate the convergence, we use ALI and/or Ng or
the orthom in acceleration. The com puting times for all these methods do not
depend on Ns and N„ and scale simply as N. Only in the case of ALI with a non
local operator can the acceleration methods become im portant for the overall
execution time. For one iteration step of Eq. (7.10) we need for a 643 grid 0.15 s
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, while it takes 0.45 s in the case of periodic
boundary conditions. However, when we use multi-grid methods, where one
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uses different numbers n of grids, the calculation of the computing tim e is more
difficult, as one step of the m ulti-grid m ethod essentially requires the repeated
com putation of the mean intensity on different grids. The tim e for one iteration
step can therefore be w ritten as aTo, where To is the tim e needed to calculate
the mean intensity on a cartesian grid with N3 grid points. As can be seen from
Table 5, the factor a depends on how To scales with N. As a is always larger
than one, the convergence rate for a problem using multi-grid methods m ust
be larger by a factor a compared to th a t of some other acceleration method,
or this other acceleration m ethod is faster in total computing time. Clearly,
m ulti-grid methods are of greater advantage on a scalar computer than on an
optim ally used SIMD machine. To decide whether the multi-grid methods have
any advantages over the Ng and orthom in acceleration, we ultim ately have to
compare their actual performance when applied to radiative transfer problems.
7.4

D iscu ssion — D irich let b ou ndary co n d itio n s
In the previous section, we have described how to calculate the mean

intensity, and how to find the source function by iterative methods. In order
to investigate the convergence properties, we assume the ‘grey’ line here, i.e.,
we only consider one frequency. The 3D cartesian grid we choose has 57 points
along each axis and unity spacing between grid points along mesh lines. We use
26 viewing directions. The Planck function is set to one everywhere, and the
therm alization param eter is set to e = 10-3 , which represents an interm ediate
value. There is no incoming radiation. The opacity we use is x(z, y , z ) = 102~2,
and we interpolate it linearly within the grid cells. This choice of model has the
advantage th a t it contains both optically thin and thick regions. The optical
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Figure 30. Solution (solid) and initial guess (dash dotted) for the source
function, diagonal of the A-matrix (dotted) and optical depth r (dashed)
depth along a ray parallel to the z axis is shown in Fig. 30 as a function of the
z coordinate. As one can see, the optical depth increases from zero to about
5 105. Finally we want to point out th a t we can compare our results with
the plane parallel calculations of Auer (1991) because x is constant in each
x-y layer. The two source functions must be identical in the optically thick
regions. Only in the optically thin regions do 3D effects become im portant, and
the source function is smaller in the 3D case because of the increased escape
probability.
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As we described above, one can get an estim ate of the source func
tion by calculating escape probabilities using Eq. (7.14). This estim ated source
function is shown in Fig. 30. This figure (and unless stated otherwise all fol
lowing figures) shows the source function along the middle axis of the grid
parallel to the z axis. It also shows the ‘correct’ source function S c, which
was obtained by making many iterations. One can see th a t the escape prob
ability formulation gives a good approximation to the source function in the
effectively optically thick regions where er > 1, which causes the photons to be
therm alized and the source function to be close to the Planck function. On the
other hand, it differs very much from the correct source function in the other
regions and only reflects the qualitative behavior of it, as this approximation
does not take into account the effects of scattering. B ut in the following we
will always use eB as an initial guess for the source function, as we want to
dem onstrate the convergence behavior of different models, and this value is a
lower lim it for the source function.
The basic properties of the classical A-iteration are shown by Fig.
31a.

The source function is still constant at large optical depths, while at

small optical depths the convergence has obviously slowed down very much,
even though it is still far away from the solution. This can be understood in
the following way (Mihalas 1978). The mean free path of photons is about one
optical depth. As e is the probability of therm alization of photons, they travel
by random walk a distance of e-1/ 2 before they are therm alized (also called
the therm alization length). Therefore, the source function will only become
the Planck function at a depth of e_1//2. As it takes th a t many steps before
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information about the boundary propagates into the interior, the A-iteration
requires e-1/ 2 steps before it approaches the solution. If there are effectively
optically thick regions, one therefore needs to find a different way to obtain
the solution.
The solution in the regions where the photons are thermalized can
be obtained quickly using the ALI m ethod, which is dem onstrated by Fig.
31b when using the diagonal of the A-matrix, i.e. a local operator, as an
approximation. The diagonal of the A-matrix for points along the

2

axis is

shown in Fig. 30. At large depths the A-matrix is almost a diagonal m atrix.
Therefore, we get the final solution there after only a few steps of ALI. However,
the ALI m ethod using a diagonal m atrix does not give a sufficiently good
convergence in the effectively optically thin regions, where the photons are
not thermalized.

As astrophysically interesting cases will normally contain

optically thin regions, we will not achieve sufficiently fast overall convergence.
This is illustrated in Fig. 32, which shows the maximum relative error |S* —
Sc I/Sc °f the source function after each iteration step (the maximum relative
error for the classical A iteration is close to one).

A way to improve the

convergence is by using a b etter approximation to the A-matrix. In Fig. 31c we
show the convergence when we include the 26 off-diagonal elements in A* which
correspond to nearest neighbors, and use Eq. (7.10) as the iterative scheme to
perform one step of ALL As we can see, the convergence is significantly faster
with this non-local operator than when we only use a local operator. In the
areas where photons are therm alized, we get the solution after only one step.
In the effectively optically thin regions the convergence is also accelerated in
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F ig u re 31. Convergence of a the classical A-iteration, b ALI with local A*,
and c ALI with non-local A*. The solution is shown by dashed line
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comparison to the local operator. But to decide on the effectiveness of this
iteration scheme, we have to look at how m any iterations of Eq. (7.10) are
needed for one ALI step. Here we lim it the maximal num ber of iterations to at
most 128. Then for the first step of ALI, we need this maximal number (though
after 20 iterations we already have convergence in the effectively optically thick
regions). B ut for the next step it takes 90 steps to get a relative change smaller
than 10~4 between successive source functions as calculated by Eq. (7.10). In
the following, the number of required steps decreases, and after 10 ALI steps we
need 43 iterations, which is b etter than performing a m atrix inversion for every
ALI step. However, the m ajor disadvantage of this m ethod is the relatively
large size of the array required to store the 26 off-diagonal elements. In many
cases (e.g. m ultiple lines) this will exceed the memory space.
The convergence can be significantly accelerated by using the Ng or
the orthom in methods of acceleration. Figure 33a shows the convergence of
the Ng acceleration, while Fig. 33b shows the convergence of the orthomin
acceleration. In both figures we have combined the acceleration methods with
ALI using a local operator. Obviously, we get a significantly faster convergence
than when only using ALI with a local operator. W hen comparing these figures
one has to keep in mind th a t one step of the orthom in method essentially
requires the calculation of two formal solutions. Then it becomes clear that
these two methods are about equally fast in this example. But as is clearly
seen in Fig. 32 (and it was noted by Auer 1991 as well), the convergence is
much smoother using the orthom in acceleration, and it is therefore preferable.
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F ig u re 32. Maximum relative error of the source function after each iteration
step. From top to bottom (at N = 20): Classical A-iteration, ALI with local A*,
multi-grid m ethod with n = 2 , Ng acceleration, ALI with non-local A*, orthom in
w ith local A*, orthom in with non-local A*, multi-grid m ethod with n=3, m ulti
grid m ethod with n = 4. The convergence using orthom in with a non-local A*
slows down for N > 12 because the correction to the source function is smaller
than its machine accuracy
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The orthom in m ethod is also tested in combination with ALI using a non
local operator, and Fig.

33c shows the result.

This clearly gives the best

convergence, but the m ajor drawback is again the large memory space required
to store the non-local operator. The num ber of iterations for one ALI step is
as follows. For the first step we again need the m aximal num ber of allowed
steps. After th a t the num ber of steps rapidly decreases, with 14 iterations for
the 10th orthom in step and one iteration for the 16th orthom in step.
Finally, we show the convergence behavior when using multi-grid
methods. Figures 34a, b and c show the convergence behavior when n = 2, 3,
and 4, respectively. It can be seen directly th a t using only two grids does not
give a satisfactory convergence. There is little difference between the n = 3
and n = 4 case. B ut as one step using four grids requires more tim e than
one step using three grids (see Table 28), the three grid m ethod is preferable.
Overall, these two m ulti-grid methods are faster than any other m ethod. But
because the tim e needed for one step of the multi-grid m ethod is longer than
the tim e required for one step of orthom in, we have to compare the num ber of
steps needed to achieve a certain convergence. Looking at Fig. 32 and using
the numbers from Table 5, we see th a t the multi-grid m ethod is fastest when
the tim ing scales as N2 (when we have to sweep through the x-y layers to get
the specific intensities) , but not if it scales as N (when we only need one it
eration to get the specific intensities in one x-y layer). Then the orthogonal
minimization using only a local operator still converges faster. Even though
there are viewing directions for which the iteration to get the specific inten
sities requires the maximal number of steps, on average we only need N = 6
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F ig u re 33. Convergence of a Ng acceleration, b orthom in with local A*, and
c orthom in with non-local A*. The solution is shown by dashed line
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iterations to get the specific intensities for some viewing direction. Therefore,
the tim ing scales closely to N, and the m ulti-grid m ethod as implemented here
is slower than the acceleration m ethod based on orthogonal minimization. A
basic problem of m ulti-grid m ethods on SIMD computers is th a t many pro
cessors will be idle when calculations are performed on the coarse grids. A
way around this problem was proposed by Frederickson & McBryan (1988).
W hen going from a fine grid to a coarser grid one typically has two choices of
coarse grids. In principle, one can therefore do the calculations on both coarse
grids and average the results. Thus one should obtain a b etter estim ate of the
solution than if one arbitrarily selected one of the coarse grids over the other.
On a massively parallel com puter one can in principle do the calculations on
the second coarse grid (which one would normally not use) on the processors
th a t are otherwise idle. This is the basic idea behind the algorithm proposed
by Frederickson h McBryan (1988) and they show th at this algorithm is well
suited to SIMD computers because the calculations on both coarse grids use
the same set of instructions.

7.5

D iscussion - Periodic boundary conditions
To illustrate the ability of our program to handle radiative transfer

calculations with periodic boundary conditions, we adapt the two-dimensional
model of a stellar atmosphere by Steiner (1991) to three dimensions. In Fig.
35 we show the model. The mesh has 49 x 49 x 25 points and the length of the
mesh in x and y is two, while it is one in

2

(in our calculations we do not take

advantage of any symmetries). We have periodic boundary conditions for the
radiation in x and y. There is no radiation entering into the com putational
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F ig u re 34. Convergence of multi-grid methods with a n—2, b n = 3, and c
n —4. The solution is shown by dashed line
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X
F ig u re 35. P art of grey 3D atmosphere with periodic boundary conditions
along x and y. Isotropic radiation is entering from the bottom . The length of
the cube along x and y is 2, while it is unity along z. The opacity within the
dashed cube is Xi = 4.8, while it is Xe = 24 outside. A com putational mesh of
49 x 49 x 25 mesh points is used. The contour lines of the source function in
the x-z plane are shown
domain from the top, but we have isotropic radiation entering from the bottom .
The opacity outside the dashed cube is denoted with Xe- Inside the cube the
opacity is reduced by a factor 5, and it is denoted with Xt- Here we use Xe = 24.
Physically, this is a simplified model of a magnetic flux tube in an otherwise
normal stellar atmosphere. In this tube the density and therefore the opacity
are reduced.
For the radiative transfer calculations we assume radiative equilibrium
and again the ‘grey’ case. From this it follows th a t the source function is equal
to the mean intensity, i.e.
S = J.

(7.16)
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The mean intensity J can be w ritten as
J = AS + G

(7.17)

where A is the usual A-operator, and G is the mean intensity due to the incident
radiation. By combining the above equations, we get for the source function
S = AS + G .

(7.18)

We show lines of constant S in the x-z plane in Fig. 35. Under the additional
assumption of LTE, we have for the source function S = B = o T 4I k , where T
is the tem perature. Therefore, the contour lines in Fig. 35 are also isotherms.
As can be seen in the figure, the reduced opacity in the flux tube causes a
cooling of the m atter at the bottom and a heating at the top of the tube
relative to the m atter outside the flux tube (Kalkofen et al. 1989). This is
qualitatively the same result as th a t of the 2D calculation of Steiner (1991).
In order to get the specific intensities in the x-y layers within a rea
sonable number of steps, we rotate the set of vectors n so th a t no vector has
a corresponding angle 9 smaller than 8.5°. Then we need at most 25 steps to
get the specific intensities of any x-y layer in our example, but on average we
have N = 12. We summarize the convergence properties of different iteration
schemes in Fig. 36 similarly to Fig. 32 for the Dirichlet boundary conditions.
As an initial guess we have set the source function everywhere equal to the
mean intensity at the bottom , where the radiation is approximately isotropic
and the incoming radiation is given. As in the previous example, convergence
is achieved in the fewest steps with the multi-grid method using three and
four grids. But because of the relatively small number N here, the multi-grid
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m ethod as implemented here is not as efficient as some of the other conver
gence methods. Overall it is the orthom in m ethod with a non-local operator
which converges fastest. Using Eq. (7.10), it only takes nine iterations for the
first step with the same accuracy as in the previous example. Again this num 
ber decreases rapidly. However, if memory space is insufficient, the orthomin
m ethod with a local operator works best.

7.6

Conclusion
We have developed a com puter code to solve radiative transfer prob

lems in three dimensions on the M asPar MP-1, which is a SIMD machine
with 8192 processors. We adapt the short characteristic m ethod (Kunasz &
Auer 1988) for a 3D cartesian grid in order to solve the radiative transfer
equation. To parallelize the com putation, we m ap the cartesian grid onto the
two-dimensional grid of the processors. Therefore, we are successful in paral
lelizing the radiative transfer calculations if the scaling of the computing time
is independent of the num ber of grid points in the x and y axis, and if it is
only linearly dependent on the number of grid points in the z axis. This has
to be seen in comparison to calculations on conventional scalar or vector m a
chines, where the computing tim e scales as N 3 when there are N grid points
in each dimension. In contrast, it only scales as N on this SIMD machine if
the problem is parallelized completely. Because obtaining the solution of the
radiative transfer equation is a highly non-local problem, it is not possible to
achieve complete parallelization. However, in the case of Dirichlet boundary
conditions, we can reduce the scaling of the com puting tim e to N 2 in the worst
case, and in a wide range of problems it reduces to N x N where N is much
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F ig u re 36. Maximum relative error of the source function after each iteration
step. From top to bottom (at N = 20): classical A-iteration, ALI with local A*,
ALI with non-local A*, multi-grid m ethod with n = 2, Ng acceleration, orthomin
with local A*, orthom in with non-local A*, multi-grid m ethod with n = 3, m ulti
grid m ethod with n —4. The orthomin acceleration overshoots slightly during
the convergence. Therefore, the maximum relative error occurs at different
points after different iteration steps, and it is not as smooth as other methods
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smaller than N and close to one. Even in the case of periodic boundary con
ditions, where potentially N

N, one has in many applications N <C N. A

SIMD machine is therefore very suitable for studying inhomogeneities in stellar
atmospheres, where periodic boundary conditions become im portant.
In order to achieve the final source function in the NLTE case, we
have to make iterations. We have tested various methods to accelerate the
convergence. Most of these can be completely parallelized. Only the m ulti
grid m ethod as implemented here turns out not to be well suited for SIMD
machines, because the tim ing depends only weakly on N in comparison to a
conventional com puter, and because many processors will be inactive during
the computations. Overall, the orthom in acceleration in combination with the
ALI m ethod gives the smoothest convergence. As an approxim ate A-operator
we test a purely diagonal m atrix and a m atrix constructed by including 26
nearest neighbors. As the inversion of this latter m atrix is difficult, we solve
the corresponding equation using the Jacobi iteration.

W hile the diagonal

m atrix already gives a good solution in the effectively optically thick areas, it
does not accelerate the convergence sufficiently fast in the optically thin areas,
as expected. There the operator’s including the 26 nearest neighbors gives a
significant improvement. B ut because of the large memory space required to
store this operator, it may not always be possible to use it.
Overall we find th a t it is possible to efficiently solve NLTE radiative
transfer problems on a SIMD machine. We were careful to write the program
w ithout overly specializing for the particular SIMD machine th a t we have avail
able. As the entire code is w ritten in a com puter language th a t is close to the

new FORTRAN 90 standard, we will even be able to adapt the code easily to
conventional machines once this new standard is generally available. Further
more, it should not be difficult to convert this program onto a different kind
of SIMD machine, as we do not explicitly use specific hardware tools of the
M asPar MP-1. The only way we have specialized the code for this particular
machine is by assuming a 2D grid of processors, bu t this assumption should
not prove to be very restrictive when using other SIMD machines.

CH APTER 8

CONCLUSION

In this work we aimed to investigate various aspects of three-dim en
sional radiative transfer in astrophysical systems. Such calculations are very
expensive to compute due to the large amount of memory and computing time
they require, and therefore have not been possible until recent years.

We

developed m ethods to perform such calculations on a SIMD massively parallel
computer. To our knowledge, radiative transfer calculations have not been
made before on such a computer. We have used our codes to examine a variety
of areas in astrophysics. These include the structure of neutral hydrogen disks
of galaxies, the distribution of dust in the outer regions of galaxies, accretion
columns onto magnetic white dwarfs, and general NLTE calculations for the
two-level atom. Here we provide a brief overview of our results.
First we investigated the large scale structure of neutral hydrogen in
disk galaxies. While the inner disks of such galaxies are essentially flat and axisymmetric, the outer regions of disk galaxies show strong warps (Bosma 1981).
Barker et al. (1993) have derived an analytic description of this structure, and
they have constructed model galaxies based on this formula. We then used
our code to calculate the resulting column density and radial velocity profiles
of neutral hydrogen for these model galaxies when seen from many different
directions. We have thus produced a movie of a ”fly-by” around our
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model
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galaxies, and a few images of this movie are presented in this thesis. It hence
turns out th a t the resulting profiles of one galaxy can vary strongly when one
looks at it from different directions. The general properties of observed profiles
of a num ber of galaxies could therefore be m atched in this way.
A second astrophysical case th a t we investigated involved the distri
bution of dust in outer regions of galaxies. Normally one would not expect
any dust far outside the optical disk of a galaxy because the production of
dust is linked to the presence of stars. However, from our study of the 3D
structure of galaxies we noticed th a t the HI disk of NGC 5055 starts to cross
over the (inner) optical disk just where a radial asym m etry of the optical disk
occurs as seen in the photograph of NGC 5055 by Sandage (1961). If dust were
present in the outer HI regions, the observed radial asym m etry of this galaxy
could arise naturally. Unfortunately, we could not determ ine unambiguously
the am ount of dust present because of the small-scale structure of this galaxy
and because of the problem of determ ining the position angle of this galaxy
accurately. However, we were able to reproduce the general qualitative char
acteristics of this galaxy by assuming the presence of dust in outer HI regions.
If dust indeed exists far outside the (inner) optical disk, then this may have
consequences for the star formation during a tim e when this galaxy was just
forming.
Next we examined accretion columns onto magnetic white dwarfs. In
these systems the m atter em its strong cyclotron radiation and one has to solve
the transfer equation for polarized radiation. In order to do this we first had to
examine the numerical calculation of the corresponding opacities. After th at
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we computed the spectrum em itted from an AM Her system, which we com
pared to previously published calculations (Wu 1989). Then we investigated
the radiation from extended polar caps (Chanmugam & Frank 1987). These
authors calculated the spectra of such systems by regarding the emission region
as a two-dimensional region and obtaining the length of the rays through the
shock from trigonometric considerations. While this appears to be a sufficient
approximation at first sight because of the relatively small shock height, it
turns out th a t this approximation leads to a significant underestim ate of the
am ount of em itted radiation. To calculate the spectra of such systems one
has to consider the full three-dimensional extent of the shock and fully threedimensional radiative transfer calculations are necessary. Finally, we modeled
the radiation from the interm ediate polar RE 0751+14, which was discovered
just recently (Mason et al. 1992) and is only the second object of its class to
have significant polarized radiation (Rosen et al. 1993; Piirola et al. 1993). By
fitting the calculated spectrum to the observed one we find th a t this IP must
have a magnetic field of ~ 10 MG. It has previously been suggested th a t IPs
can evolve into AM Her systems (Chanmugam & Ray 1984; King et al. 1985),
but such an evolution requires th a t IPs have strong magnetic fields (> 3 MG;
Chanmugam & Ray 1984). Our findings therefore support such an evolutionary
scenario.
Finally, we wrote a code on this massively parallel computer to solve
NLTE problems. In NLTE the source function is also a function of the radiation
field th a t it produces. Calculating the source function in NLTE is therefore

a non-linear problem. To solve it we adapted the so-called short characteris
tic m ethod (Kunasz Sz Auer 1988) to this com puter and calculated the source
function iteratively. We investigated the convergence behavior of several iter
ation methods and also examined the tim ing of these methods on this SIMD
machine. As one can expect, significant differences to a normal scalar machine
occur. We tested the program on two problems. The first one involved a case
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e. when the incoming radiation is known.
In a second problem we examined our code when periodic boundary conditions
are given. These conditions occur for example when one examines the transfer
of radiation in a 3D stellar atmosphere. Such calculations become necessary
when the 3D structure of convection cells is examined. We found th a t the
M asPar with its SIMD architecture is particularly well suited for this problem.
As we have shown above, we were able to investigate with our nu
merical codes several very different areas of astrophysics, and we obtained
im portant results. However, we want to point out th a t applications for our
numerical codes are by no means lim ited to the above examples. Instead we
can easily adapt our radiative transfer codes - particularly the imaging tool to investigate many other astrophysical problems.
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A PPEN D IX A
POLARIZED RADIATIVE TRANSFER
Polarized radiation can be described by the Stokes param eters I, Q ,
U, V (Rybicki & Lightman 1979). The transfer equation in the Stokes formal
ism is given in Eq. (6.1) and the Faraday mixing coefficients are given in Eqs.
(6.2) and (6.3). In the following we will derive the solution to this system of
linear differential equations under the condition th a t all the absorption coeffi
cients are constant along the line of sight. We will largely follow the derivation
given by Pacholczyk (1977) but correct for some printing errors.
The solution can be w ritten as X = X p-f X h exp(—k/) where X stands
for any one of the Stokes param eters. The particular solution X p satisfies
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We get as the solution
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where
M

= k4 + 2 (m —ti) k2 — r2

(A.6 )

m

= { f 2 + h2) / 2

(A .7)

n

= (q2 + v 2)/2

(A.8 )

P

= qf ~vh

(A.9)

r

= v f + qh.

(A . 1 0 )

In the special case of local therm al equilibrium we have e/ = k B , eg = qB,
ev = v B where B is the Planck function. Then the above equations simplify
to Ip = B , Qp = f/p = Vp = 0.
The homogeneous solution X u satisfies
I'u

= —qQn ~ v Vh

(A .11)

Qu

=-qln-fU u

(A . 1 2 )

Uh

= fQ u-hVu

(A .13)

V&

= - v l u + hVu

(A .14)

where the prime stands for the spatial derivative. For A h one can write (Pacholczyk (1977) had a m isprint in the indices; the equation is 3.159)
In

= 5 2 ^ exP(a i'0

(A. 15)

qh

= _ I y ' Q,t.(u a . q. h)Ki exp( ai l )
r

(A .16)

Uu

= - ^ a iAr,-exp(at7)

(A .17)

Vh

= - Y ^ a i{qai - f)Kiexp(otil).
r —

(A .18)

By inserting these equations into Eqs. (A .11) to (A .14) one can see th a t the
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the constants a,- and a,- m ust fulfill the following equations
/r)a-(vai + h)

=

-q + fa{

(A .19)

(l/r)a?(qai - f )

=

- v - fta,-.

(A.20)
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One then gets th a t
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a 3 = —a 4

(A.24)

= i(m —n -f i ? ) 1/ 2 = i^

where R = ((m + ra) 2 —p2)1/2. The constants K{ can be obtained from the
boundary condition at I = 0. There the incoming radiation is Xo = Xp + AhWe get
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It follows th at
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q

These equations are in a much simpler form than Eq. (3.162) given by Pacholczyk (1977). Now we get as the general solution of the transfer equation
/

=

/ P -f {Ai cosh XI + A 2 sinh XI + A 3 cos pi + A\ sin pl}e~Kl (A.31)
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H

------— [A3 sin fxl — A i cos fil]je~Kl.

(A.34)

Again this expression is much easier to check than the equivalent one given by
Pacholczyk (1977), which is Eq. (3.163). Note th a t the definitions of aj and
a3 as given by Pacholczyk (1977) and Meggitt & W ickramasinghe (1982) are
reversed.
So far we have only shown how to calculate the Stokes param eters
along some line of sight along which the magnetic field is homogeneous and
the field lines are in the y-z plane. In the following we describe a recipe to
solve the transfer equation in the case of a non-homogeneous magnetic field.
First we divide the line of sight along each ray, th a t propagates through the
emission region, into small regions in which all absorption coefficients are ap
proximately constant and the magnetic field is homogeneous. Let us assume
th a t at the beginning of such a region we know the Stokes param eters and that
the magnetic field in some local coordinate system is in the y'-z plane with
the z axis in the direction of propagation. As all rays have the same direc
tion vector n the z axis is the same for all rays and will remain fixed in space
throughout the calculation. However, the y' axis will in general vary from ray
to ray and along some ray it will vary from region to region. Now we solve the
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transfer equation with the above formulae for the current region on some ray
and obtain the Stokes param eters / ', Q U ' , V' at the end of this region. Then
we transform the prim ed Stokes param eters from the local frame into a global
unprim ed frame th a t is identical for all rays for the particular direction vector
n. The z axis of this global frame is parallel to n and the y axis is fixed for
the particular direction vector n. In this global frame the Stokes param eters
are unprim ed and with an angle

between the y-z plane and the y'-z plane

we can write (Chanmugam & Frank 1987)
Q'

=

Qcos 2 $ ' + £ /sin 2 tf'

(A.35)

U'

=

—Q sin 2'$' + U cos 2 'f /

(A.36)

while I' — I and V' = V. The angle \1/' can be calculated from
c o s t t ' = in X z ) :,(° X *)
| n x z || B x z |

(A.37)

where z is the unity vector along some axis fixed in space for all viewing
directions and B is the local magnetic field vector. If in the next region the
magnetic field lies in a plane y"-z and forms an angle

with the y-z plane then

we can transform the unprim ed Stokes param eters into the new double primed
system by substituting

by fU" and performing the inverse transform ation as

the one expressed in Eqs. (A.35) and (A.36). After th a t we can again solve the
transfer equation as before but now in the double prim ed system. We repeat
this procedure along all rays and end up with the Stokes param eters for all
rays defined in the same global frame. Then we can add the Stokesparam eters
of the different rays and thus calculate the integrated spectrum of the emission
region.
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In the following we derive equations for the formal solution for some
special cases. First we get the formal solution for the case when there is no
incoming radiation and the m atter is in local therm al equilibrium. In this case
A 2 = A 4 — 0. By noting th a t oq =
I/B

1 /0 3

and —a3 +

= 1 — (p/2R) (a3 cosh XI — ax cos pi) e~Kl

Q/B

= —(p/2R) ^

U/B

= (p/2R) (cosh XI — cos pi) e~Kl

V/B

= —2R / p we get

=

sin h XI — —— — s in pl'j e~K‘

—(p/2R)

sinh XI

(A.38)
(A.39)
(A.40)

4

V<Xl sin pl'j e Kl. (A.41)

These are the same equations as those given by Meggitt & W ickramasinghe
(1982) except th a t these authors have a\ denoted as

and vice versa.

Finally, we want to look at one further special case. In the case of
cyclotron absorption one has for sufficiently large harmonic numbers (about
5 > 5)

q2 + v 2 < h2 + f 2.

(A.42)

Then one can expand the above equations in term s of n / m . If one further has
the condition th a t
{h2 + Z2)1/2/ »

2 tt

(A.43)

then the above equations reduce to
I/B

= 1 —exp(—k I) cosh X'l

Q/B

= sgn(r) [ V (

U/B

=0

V/B

= sgn(r)

/2

+ /i2)1/,2j exp( —k I) sinh. X'l

(A.44)
(A.45)
(A.46)

[ //( /2

+ /i2)1/,2j exp( —nl) sinh X'l.

(A.47)
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where A' = | v f + q h \ / ( f 2 + h 2y / 2 and is derived from A under the assumption
th a t n / m <C 1. One can see th a t the ratio of linear to circular polarization is
Q / V = h / f = sin 2 6/2( uj/ ujc) cos 6.

(A.48)

W hen the angle 6 between the magnetic field and the line of sight is small then
h ss 0. The propagation is called quasi-longitudinal and one has the situation
of large Faraday rotation. Using Eq. (6.2) we can write this condition as

ui c

>

2 tt.

(A.49)

W hen 0 ~ 7t / 2 then / ~ 0 and the propagation is called quasi-transverse. One
has the situation of large Faraday pulsation and using Eq. (6.3) we get
<j02U>2
7 ^ 1 > 2t t .
2a rc

(A.50)

Meggitt &; W ickramasinghe (1982) stated th a t Eqs. (A.44) to (A.47)
follow by only assuming Eq. (A.42). This, however, is incorrect. If it were
correct, then the condition of large Faraday rotation and pulsation would not
depend on the path length. As a consequence the ratio Q / V would always be
given by Eq. (A.48) and would be independent of the p ath length. But this is
not the case. We illustrate this in Figs. 37 and 38 which compare the calculated
ratio Q / V from Eqs. (A.39) and (A.41) to the theoretical value of Q / V in the
case of large Faraday rotation and pulsation. We choose values of tem perature
and angle 0 for which Meggitt & W ickramasinghe (1982) presented I and the
degree of linear and circular polarization in form of figures. Therefore our Fig.
37 corresponds to Fig. 3 and our Fig. 38 corresponds to Fig. 4 in Meggitt
&; W ickramasinghe (1982). As one can see Q / V is strongly dependent on the
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path length. Only at large path lengths, i.e. when Eq. (A.43) is fulfilled, does
Q / V obey Eq. (A.48) and only in this case do we have large Faraday rotation
and pulsation. For the cases considered here Q / V agrees best with the value
for large Faraday rotation and pulsation for k T = 20 keV, a harmonic number
of 15 and a path length of I/I q = 109. For angles between 2° and

88°

the

calculated value of Q / V deviates from its theoretical value no more than 0.001
%. This is also a test for the accuracy of our transfer code as it results in the
correct value of the Stokes param eters in this im portant limiting case.
Under the assum ption of large Faraday rotation the set of Eqs. (6.1)
th a t describe the radiative transfer decouple into two equations for the ordinary
and extraordinary mode. They are given in Eq. (6.13) and have the formal
solutions (with no incoming radiation)
/± = (jB/2)

[1

- e x p ( - a ± /) ] .

(A .51)

The Stokes param eters are calculated from (R am aty 1969)
I

= /+ + /_

(A.52)

Q = /+( r r f ) +/- ( r r £ )

(A-53)

U

= 0

(A .54)

57

=

/+( i f % ) + /-

f

e

)

(AM)

where the functions a± are given in Eq. (6.12).
One can easily show th a t Eqs. (A .51) to (A.55) combine to give Eqs.
(A.44) to (A.47) if
a*

=

+
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F ig u re 37. Calculated value (solid) and value in case of large Faraday rotation
and Faraday pulsation (dashed) of the ratio Q /V for k T = 20 keV. The har
monic num ber lo/ u>c increases from the top to the bottom row while the length
l/lo increases from the left to the right column. The length unit l0 = u>cc/u>
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F ig u re 38: Same as the previous figure but for k T = 50 keV.

The latter relation follows as v < 0 for 0 < 7r / 2 and q < 0 for all 0 for cyclotron
opacities. This is the same equation th a t we proved formally in C hapter 6.2.
From the above equation we can also see th a t
« = ( l/2 ) ( a + + a _ ) .

(A.57)

Finally, we want to point out th a t the transfer equation (6.13) in the
ordinary and extraordinary mode and its solution expressed in Eqs. (6.14) to
(6.18) cannot be used to solve the transfer equation in the general case of a nonhomogeneous magnetic field along the line of sight. Even if we divide the line
of sight into small homogeneous regions and if we assume th a t the condition of
large Faraday rotation and pulsation within each region is fulfilled, we generally
cannot transform to a new set of Stokes param eters with U =

0

as required

by Eq. (6.17). The direction of the local magnetic field defines the local y-z
plane (otherwise the emissivity corresponding to the Stokes param eter U is not
zero). But in this coordinate system we will normally have U ^ 0. Therefore
we have to use the transfer equation in the general Stokes formalism, i.e. Eq.
( 6 . 1 ) and its solution, in the case of magnetic fields th a t vary along the line of
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